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Drought is an inescapable reality in many regions, including much of the western United States. With climate
change, droughts are predicted to intensify and occur more frequently, making the imperative for drought
management even greater. Many diverse actors – including private landowners, business owners, scientists, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and managers and policymakers within tribal, local, state, and federal
government agencies – play multiple, often overlapping roles in preparing for and responding to drought.
Managing water is, of course, one of the most important roles that humans play in both mitigating and
responding to droughts; but, focusing only on “water managers” or “water management” fails to capture key
elements related to the broader category of drought management. The respective roles played by those managing
drought (as distinct from water managers), the interactions among them, and the consequences in particular
contexts, are not well understood. Our team synthesized insights from 10 in-depth case studies to understand key
facets of decision making about drought preparedness and response. We present a typology with four elements
that collectively describe how decisions about drought preparedness and response are made (context and
objective for a decision; actors responsible; choice being made or action taken; and how decisions interact with
and influence other decisions). The typology provides a framework for system-level understanding of how and by
whom complex decisions about drought management are made. Greater system-level understanding helps de
cision makers, program and research funders, and scientists to identify constraints to and opportunities for ac
tion, to learn from the past, and to integrate ecological impacts, thereby facilitating social learning among
diverse participants in drought preparedness and response.
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1. Introduction

managers and policymakers within tribal, local, state, and federal gov
ernment agencies– play a range of often overlapping roles related to
drought preparedness and response. Following Ostrom’s notion of
polycentric governance (2010), which is characterized by multiple, in
dependent centers of decision making, it is critical to understand how
various individuals’ decisions interact and aggregate to determine the
tradeoffs that are collectively made about how to allocate water between
multiple uses in times of drought. We emphasize that these decisions and
actions go beyond the management of water to include a host of other
human-environment interactions, such as natural resource management
decisions, agricultural activities, business directions, recreational
choices, and land management policies. Managing water is, of course,
one of the most important roles that humans play in both mitigating and
contributing to droughts; but, focusing only on “water managers” or
“water management” fails to capture key elements related to drought
management. The respective roles played by those managing drought (as
distinct from water managers), the interactions among them, and the
consequences in particular contexts, are not well understood. This is the
gap we address with our study.
Drought social science is a growing area of inquiry. Globally, crosscase comparisons have examined the human dimensions of drought at
different administrative scales in Brazil (Gutiérrez et al., 2014), across
China’s provinces (Simelton et al., 2009), Ghana’s regions (Antwi-Agyei
et al., 2012), South Korea’s administrative districts (Kim et al., 2015),
the Mediterranean basin (Iglesias et al., 2009), and South Africa’s re
gions and agencies (Vogel and Olivier, 2019). However, most U.S.
studies of the human dimensions of drought focus on particular locations
(e.g., Becker and Sparks, 2020 (California); Kachergis et al., 2014
(Wyoming); Kohl and Knox, 2016 (Georgia); and McLeman et al., 2008
(Oklahoma)). A place-based approach results in a deep understanding of
how drought affects particular communities and highlights the in
terconnections among different actors in a given location. But single
case studies do not reveal similarities and differences across cases, nor
do they reveal the wider institutional dynamics that influence how
drought unfolds at broader scales (Pulver et al., 2018).
In this paper, we address these challenges by developing a typology
for understanding decision making about drought preparedness and
response by synthesizing insights from 10 place-based research studies
in the Western United States (Fig. 1; also see Supplemental Material,
Table S1). We generate a typology with four elements that collectively
describe how decisions about drought preparedness and response are
made. It is a framework that we believe will be useful to decision makers
who navigate the complex decision spaces of drought and desire to do so
in ways that reflect the multiple scales, interactions, and dynamics of
their choices. It likewise provides a useful heuristic for program man
agers and scientists who fund, study and/or collaborate with drought
decision makers to enable more robust discussions and planning for
drought preparedness and response. To this end, our typology highlights
how decision makers frame their management objectives, the in
stitutions they sit within, the decisions they make, and the ways their
choices interact with or constrain those of other decision makers.

1.1. Beyond water management: drought as a complex, multi-actor
challenge
Drought — defined most simply as insufficient water relative to
needs (Redmond, 2002) — is an inescapable reality in many regions,
including the western United States. Droughts are predicted to intensify
and occur more frequently with climate change (Cook et al., 2016;
Trenberth et al., 2014). Drought also interacts with other social and
ecological disturbances, which themselves may cause greater damage in
a changing climate. For instance, drought substantially increases wild
fire risk (Wall and Brown, 2015); wildfires impact ecosystems, com
munities, and public health (de la Barrera et al., 2018) and are becoming
increasingly frequent and larger (Dennison et al., 2014). Furthermore,
hot, dry conditions stress vegetation and wildlife; if drought persists long
enough, changes in vegetation composition or species ranges result
(Allen et al., 2010).
Drought causes significant stress to human communities around the
world and the resources upon which they rely (Kallis, 2008). Drought
directly impacts diverse sectors, from agriculture to forestry to water
supply to energy production (Wilhite and Vanyarkho, 2000). Pandey
et al. (2007) calculate that drought-driven crop losses in China between
1978 and 2003 cost the nation 0.5–3.3 % of its agricultural GDP. In the
United States, in response to a 2017 flash drought, the Department of
Agriculture issued USD$206.3 million in Livestock Forage Disaster
Program payouts to livestock producers in Montana, South Dakota, and
North Dakota (Jencso et al., 2019). Adverse agricultural impacts will
likely be amplified in the future as droughts worsen (Li et al., 2009),
though farmer adaptation and learning can counteract this to some de
gree (Rey et al., 2017). Non-agricultural impacts of drought are often
dispersed across larger regions and populations, making it more difficult
to accurately assess the damages suffered (e.g., van Dijk et al., 2013). By
one estimate, Australia’s Millennium Drought cost nearly AU$810
million to mitigate ecological losses and replace vital ecosystem services
(Banerjee et al., 2013). In the United States, 28 drought disasters be
tween 1980 and 2020 had costs at or exceeding USD$1 billion, totaling
an estimated USD$254.3 billion worth of damages (NOAA National
Centers for Environmental Information, 2020).
While drought has traditionally been defined by abnormal meteo
rological conditions, many river basins have been so modified by human
engineering that droughts today reflect both meteorological conditions
and human water use (Haddeland et al., 2014; Van Loon et al., 2016). In
the western United States, aridity is one of the defining characteristics of
the regional socio-ecological system (Jones et al., 2019). Significant
interannual variability in temperatures and precipitation, as well as
spatial variability in conditions, have been observed since the first Eu
ropean settlements (Pederson et al., 2006). Partially in response to this
variability, humans have heavily modified the hydrological environ
ment over the past two centuries, thus facilitating the decoupling of
human water demands from local meteorological and ecological con
ditions (Dettinger et al., 2015; Dunham et al., 2018; Nilsson et al., 2005).
Such decoupling, as well as the movement of water across basin
boundaries, means that drought conditions in one location can cause
impacts hundreds of miles away.
Preparing for drought before it happens and responding to drought
when it occurs is thus a complex task. Nevertheless, it is vital: taking
action in response to drought can mitigate its impact, as can building
resilience and/or adapting to environmental conditions (Wilhite, 1997;
Wilhite et al., 2014). Thus, accurately characterizing drought decision
makers and their intersecting decisions is critically important to un
derstanding the effectiveness of drought preparedness or response ac
tivities and to developing models, drafting policies, building cooperative
teams, and/or setting scientific agendas to address drought.
Many diverse actors – including private landowners, business
owners, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), scientists, and

1.2. Value and purpose of typologies
Generating typologies is a common analytic tool in the social sci
ences for sorting cases, classifying dimensions of a problem, and
measuring phenomena (Ayres and Knafl, 2008; Collier et al., 2012).
Descriptive typologies map out observations in an area of inquiry,
identifying important aspects of a concept, process, activity, or network.
They are similar to, but more detailed than, a framework, which con
tains a “general set of variables” (Ostrom, 2010, p. 646) and is less
concerned with causality than an explanatory typology (Collier et al.,
2008). We present a descriptive typology with four elements that
characterize how drought management decisions are made.
While there are existing frameworks and typologies for analyzing
climate change vulnerability (e.g., Adger, 2006), climate change
2
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Fig. 1. Geographical distribution across the western United States of research cases synthesized to create the typology. See Table S1 in Supplemental Material for
additional information about these research projects.

adaptation (e.g., Eisenack and Stecker, 2012; Moser and Ekstrom, 2010;
Smit et al., 2000), water governance (e.g., Pahl-Wostl, 2015), and
complex socio-ecological systems (e.g., Ostrom, 2007), these frame
works do not focus specifically on drought. For example, water gover
nance approaches may over-emphasize “water managers” in traditional
water management sectors and fail to recognize the broader range of
important roles and types of actors involved in drought management.
The socio-ecological systems framework has been criticized for not
capturing interdependencies between multiple actors and activities
(Hinkel et al., 2015). This paper fills these gaps by proposing a typology
of drought decision making that highlights interdependencies and in
teractions between various decisions and actors.
We deliberately define drought decisions broadly, including both the
actors and decisions generally considered in drought planning practice
(Wilhite et al., 2005), as well as natural resource management actors
whose choices affect and are affected by water shortages (Crausbay
et al., 2017). In our conception, drought decision makers include those
with formal decision-making authority (including water, land, and fire
managers at multiple governmental scales as well as private landowners
and businesses who own, use, or control water) and those they collab
orate or interact with (such as watershed groups, non-governmental
organizations, or recreationalists). The range of decisions these actors
make is similarly broad: from the cropping choices of an individual
farmer, to water releases for hydropower by a utility, to grazing plans
and permits approved by a rangeland manager, to fishing restrictions
implemented by a wildlife agency, to the declaration of a drought
emergency by a state governor’s committee.

The typology intentionally integrates multiple theoretical perspec
tives. It sheds particular light on the intersection between drought
management and ecological management since, despite theoretical
recognition of the linkages, too often research, monitoring, and man
agement focuses more attention on either human or ecological systems.
As with other descriptive typologies (e.g., Biagini et al., 2014; Smit and
Skinner 2002; Gosnell et al., 2006), we do not intend to offer either a
step-by-step guide nor method for evaluating drought management,
preparedness, and/or response. And we do not offer relative weightings
for the influence of each element, as these will vary by setting. We were
not able to identify causal relationships between variables given our
data, as one would expect from an explanatory typology. What we offer
with this descriptive typology is a mechanism to parse the complexities
of decision making into discrete elements, which can then be used by
decision makers and researchers to improve their system-level under
standing of how and by whom choices about drought are made.
Such increased understanding translates into developing more
effective mental models of the overlapping problem spaces, actors, and
decisions that interact to shape drought management in a particular
location. A mental model is “a cognitive structure that forms the basis of
reasoning, decision making, and, with the limitations … observed in the
attitudes literature, behavior” (Jones et al., 2011, p. 1). The more
complete and accurate a mental model someone possesses, the more
prepared they are to respond to the complex situations they encounter in
the world. Importantly, mental models “provide the mechanism through
which new information is filtered and stored,” which means they
“evolve over time through learning” (Jones et al., 2011, p. 1). By
3
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and/or impacts shaped understanding of the challenge to be solved; and
whether or not the approach was from a proactive or reactive point of
view. While other candidate dimensions were identified for each
element, those described in Section III were identified commonly across
cases where that element was most salient - and thus potentially
generalizable. Dimensions of each element were iteratively revised
based on group feedback and revisiting the data, with particular atten
tion to whether dimensions were discrete categories or varied by degrees
along a continuous spectrum. Finally, we tested the typology as a whole
by applying it to each case and considering what we learned that was
new or surprising. We summarize this analysis for five of the cases in the
Supplemental Material (Supplemental Material, Testing the Typology).

creating a cognitive framework to classify drought decision making, the
typology provides decision makers, funders, and scientists with a holistic
understanding of past choices and a way to analyze how key elements
are likely to influence present and future decisions.
2. Methods
This paper synthesizes findings from interdisciplinary research pro
jects conducted in the western United States to generate a typology of
drought decision making. Synthesis reveals generalizable patterns by
expanding on distinct studies to elucidate the relationships that tie
multiple datasets together (Magliocca et al., 2018; Pulver et al., 2018).
Using a synthesis-based approach allows us to offer a more holistic
description of the specific objectives, actors, choices, and interactions
present in drought decision making.

3. Typology
In this section we present the four elements of a typology for decision
making related to drought preparedness and response (Fig. 2). The first
element focuses on how decision makers frame the problem of drought.
The second element describes the actor(s) (individual or organizational)
who make decisions, including dimensions of formal and informal
power, as well as exclusion. The third element describes the actual
choices made or actions taken. The fourth element describes how a given
decision interacts with the decisions or actions of other actors.
For each element, we provide an explanation, a brief summary of
relevant literature, and three to six key dimensions (Tables 1–4). These
dimensions represent a simplified framework within each element for
characterizing drought decision making based on a select, though
necessarily incomplete, list of variables that provide a deeper under
standing of drought decisions. The dimensions are presented in the form
of a table that includes a description and brief example from our syn
thesized cases for each dimension. We also specify whether each
dimension is a discrete or continuous variable. More detail about the
cases from which the examples are drawn appears in the Supplemental
Material and/or in the referenced publications.

2.1. Sampling strategy
Discussions at two drought-focused workshops held in Fort Collins,
CO, USA, in 2016 and 2018, provided inspiration to create the typology.
The first workshop was focused on drought social science but resulted in
participants identifying the diverse ways they were conceptualizing
drought decision making. As a result, the second workshop focused
explicitly on identifying common themes among drought decision
making across 18 research projects in the western United States.
Twenty-nine participants from 15 disciplines, primarily social scientists
but also including natural scientists and program administrators,
participated in one or both workshops. Each social scientist represented
one or more drought-focused research project(s).
Following the workshops, a smaller group of participants, the 11
authors of the present manuscript, completed additional synthetic
analysis of 10 projects (Fig. 1; Table S1) to develop the typology
described here. The sampling strategy, then, was purposive, both in
spatially selecting cases that provided broad representation across the
western United States and in identifying individual research projects
that could richly contribute potential typology elements through their
investigation of the social, institutional, cultural, and/or economic fac
tors influencing drought management, preparedness, and/or response in
particular locations. Each of the 10 projects included in the synthesis
originally had been conducted by the authors as part of their individual
research agenda. Projects varied in their objectives, methods, and
analysis strategies; this heterogeneity provided the collaborative syn
thesis more robust insights than any single approach to methods or
theory might, demonstrating that the four elements of the typology
apply across different research sites and methodologies. All the included
studies relied on primary data collection, which can be explored in more
detail in the project summaries (Table S1, “Methods”) and the authors’
respective publications. Most of the projects also integrated natural
science aspects (Table S1, “Research Approach”).

3.1. Element 1: how is the drought problem framed?
Problem framing is the first element of the typology. Problem frames
shape how individuals perceive issues and what they identify as prob
lematic (Schön and Rein, 1994). A frame can be described as a “lens
through which we perceive risks” — a way of approaching an event and
understanding its consequences (Elliott, 2003, p. 215). Such lenses
represent the attitudes and beliefs of decision makers (Schön and Rein,
1994). How drought is conceptualized, or framed, determines which
aspects of the problem are addressed, where managers seek relevant
knowledge, and which solutions are considered pertinent (His
schemöller and Hoppe, 1995). Thus, the first element of the typology
asks how the challenge of drought is understood by those responsible for
addressing it and how it is understood by others who have an interest or
“stake” in drought management (i.e., stakeholders). Is drought viewed
as the primary issue, or does it emerge as an indirect consideration while
addressing another problem, such as water supply or ecosystem resto
ration? How do managers define and operationalize their goals – as
drought preparedness and/or drought response, or as another kind of
challenge entirely? Is drought a short-term water availability challenge
(i.e., the inverse of flood management)? Or, is it viewed as a part of
longer-term phenomena (i.e., as a manifestation of climate change)?
This element also encompasses questions of how drought is defined and
what successful drought management looks like in a given setting.
Problem framing is intimately linked to problem definition. Schon
and Rein (1994, p. 29) clarify the connection between problem framing
and defining – or “formulating” – problems: “[Actors’] problem for
mulations and preferred solutions are grounded in different
problem-setting stories rooted in different frames.” Scholars disagree on
what exactly constitutes a “problem,” yet common definitions point to a
“gap” (Hoppe, 2002), “substantial discrepancy” (Dery, 1984), or

2.2. Synthetic analysis
Each case was inductively re-analyzed to identify which of the po
tential elements identified during the workshops were most clearly
represented in the data. Based on the results of this analysis and an
iterative process of discussion over months, the team identified the four
elements described below. Authors then wrote brief summaries of their
cases based on the dominant elements identified, using this new insight
to generate dimensions of each element (i.e., specific variables) that
might represent finer grain features necessary to more robustly answer
the question guiding the element. For example, the element of problem
framing is guided by the question: How is the drought problem framed?
To answer this question for a particular case, users would need to
emphasize several dimensions: issue focus for decision making; the
temporal and spatial scale to speak to the relative scope of a problem; the
type of drought considered by participants; the extent to which drivers
4
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Fig. 2. Elements and dimensions of the typology for decision making related to drought preparedness and response.

“mis-match” (Woolley and Pidd, 1981) between current undesirable
conditions and future desirable conditions. Broadly defining a problem
as a discrepancy highlights the relative nature of problem definition
since individuals have different ideas of what is or is not desirable
(Hisschemöller and Hoppe, 1995). We use the word “problem” in
reference to drought to emphasize the frequent mismatch between un
desirable conditions during a drought and more desirable future con
ditions after drought recovery. Importantly, how someone frames and
subsequently defines a problem influences how they will respond to it.
Dery (1984, p. 17) observes that “problems may be defined in a number
of ways, which will lead to entirely different solutions.” How various
problems and solutions are perceived shapes the type of management
and policy solutions adopted (Elliott, 2003; Hisschemöller and Hoppe,
1995). For example, managers with different job roles may frame the
causes and impacts of drought as more human-centered, more
ecology-centered, or a combination of both (Case 2: Upper Missouri
Headwaters; Cravens et al., 2021). The way someone frames drought can
influence their approach to drought preparedness and affect which areas
of impact receive greater attention and resources in drought planning
and mitigation efforts (Cravens et al., 2021).
Understanding the dimensions of problem framing (Table 1) begins
with assessing the presence or absence of drought as the issue focus for
decision making. Whether conceived as a drought challenge or not, the
temporal and spatial scale delineate the relative scope of a problem. Some
framings focus on addressing a problem of limited spatial scale (e.g.,
providing water to a single municipality) or over a short time scale (e.g.,

ensuring that ranchers receive emergency forage relief this summer),
while other frames concern relatively large spatial scales (e.g., river
basins or states or regions) or a relatively long time scale (e.g.,
addressing water supply for the next twenty years). Which type of
drought is being considered and the extent to which drivers and/or im
pacts are emphasized similarly shape understanding of the challenge to
be solved. Finally, drought may be approached from a proactive or
reactive point of view.
3.2. Element 2: who makes decisions about drought?
The second element of the typology describes the individual and
institutional actors whose choices determine what is done regarding
drought (Table 2). Decision makers may perceive and act upon the same
climatological, hydrological, and ecological impacts of drought in
different ways. Additionally, drought decisions are shaped by the char
acteristics and positions of individuals and groups of decision makers,
requiring the recognition that various social structures and norms shape
decision making. This second typology element concerns the concept of
agency, or the “capacity of individual and corporate actors, with the
diverse cultural meanings that they espouse, to play an independent
causal role in history” (McLaughlin and Dietz, 2008, p. 105). Plummer and
Armitage (2010) argue for an approach to understanding decision making
that considers how people and groups of people both shape and are shaped
by larger socio-cultural forces, and how actors’ cognitive, emotional, and
social experiences influence decision making. Individual decision makers
5
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Table 1
Dimensions of the Problem Framing Element. The attributes column describes each dimension in greater detail. Attributes that represent discrete variables are
separated by a comma while those that lie along a continuous spectrum are denoted with a dash. The final column provides an example from one of the synthesized
cases to illustrate the dimension.
Dimension
Drought Issue Focus
Is drought the primary reason for the decision, or does it emerge as a
secondary consideration while solving another problem, such as water
supply, water quality, or ecosystem restoration?

Spatial Scale
At which spatial scale is the problem understood?

Temporal Scale
Is drought in this setting framed as a short-term problem (e.g., seasonal
variability) or is it viewed as part of a longer phenomenon, i.e. as an
intermediate manifestation of longer-term climate change?
Drought Type (Perspectives)
Which of the classic “types” of drought
(Wilhite and Glantz, 1985; Crausbay et al., 2017)
are part of the problem as it is understood in this context?
Drivers vs. Impacts
To what extent is drought understood by its causes versus its impacts?
(Redmond, 2002)

Proactive vs. Reactive
Is drought being addressed proactively before it occurs or reactively after
it happens?

Dimension Attributes

Example from a Case

Primary, Secondary

The Montana State Water Plan and Montana Department of Natural
Resources and Conservation have expressed interest in beaver
mimicry and riparian restoration projects that promote groundwater
recharge as a form of nature-based water storage solutions. While
these projects can be beneficial in times of drought, discussions about
natural water storage in Montana are primarily focused on the
retention of high spring flows, groundwater recharge, and supporting
late season streamflows in normal years or to offset changes in return
flows due to changes in irrigation systems (Case 2: Upper Missouri
Headwaters).

Local – Regional – National
International

–

The state of Oklahoma, facing the impacts of the catastrophic
2011–2013 drought, had to deal with the consequences of a
patchwork of ways of framing drought, particularly given the
dramatic east-west precipitation gradient that creates uneven drought
impacts and vulnerabilities across the state. This drought
demonstrated how the Oklahoma City Metro Area (pop. ~1.4 million)
perceived drought as a long-term, “urban growth” problem, and how
they approached “sustainability” via the purchase of water rights from
the economically poor, but still water dependent, southeast of the
state. Resilience, for the Metro Area, would come via water transfer
rather than increased water-use efficiency or sustainably living within
their water limits (Case 10: Oklahoma).

Short-term – Long-term

Some ranchers frame drought as a periodic occurrence while others
think in terms of its impact on long-term outcomes and using drought
response to enhance the resilience of grasslands and their operations. (
Haigh and Knutson, 2013; Case 1: Great Plains).

Meteorological, Agricultural,
Hydrological, Socioeconomic,
Ecological

Water, rangeland, and non-rangeland land managers in the Upper
Colorado River Basin use different indicators to understand the types
of drought they are interested in (hydrological/meteorological,
agricultural, and ecological, respectively)
(Cravens, 2018; Case 7: Upper Colorado River Basin).

Drivers, Impacts

In the Rio Grande/Bravo basin, drought problem framings reflect two
different — often contradictory — understandings of the drivers of
drought: 1) physical systems as drivers impacting humans and
ecosystems or 2) humans as drivers impacting physical systems and
ecosystems
(Koch et al., 2019; Case 9: Rio Grande Basin).

Drought Response/Crisis
Management, Drought
Preparedness/Risk Management

Rangeland drought plans may focus heavily on working through
bureaucratic permits and adapting facilities or water infrastructure,
which must be started long before drought starts (Hawkes et al., 2018;
Brugger et al., 2018). Or, plans may focus on the actions to be taken (e.
g., destocking herds) once drought begins (Haigh and Knutson, 2013;
Case 6: Ranch Decision Making in the Western United States).

operate within and across multiple institutions at various levels of
governance and decision-making authority. To understand an in
dividual’s choices, then, it is also necessary to know something about their
institutional position(s).
The experiences and personal characteristics dimension recognizes that
actors are individuals, with unique personalities and life experiences they
bring to bear on drought perceptions and choices. Decisions are made by
multiple actor types, from individuals to families to collective organizations,
such as an irrigation district or government agency. This dimension defines
actors according to where they sit on a continuous spectrum between being
an “individual-actor” and being part of a “collective-of-actors.”
The degree of influence over decision making dimension describes the
formal and informal power, responsibility, and/or agency that an actor
(whether individual or collective) holds to determine drought pre
paredness or response actions. Notably, information providers, or other
actors who lack official authority for a decision may provide analytical
support or apply political pressure to decision makers. Influence occurs

on a continuous spectrum from significant influence, where a decision is
self-directed and has a notable impact on the broader system, to little or
no influence, where an action is determined, for instance, by institu
tional rules or legal constraints. We draw on Giddens’ (1984) work on
structuration (and its foundations in the work of Pierre Bourdieu) in
defining what counts as a “decision” among actors taken in response to
drought. We argue that an actor’s decisions can be understood as a
function of structuring forces that constrain and guide the actions taken
– organizational rules and cultural norms, legal constraints on what
actions can or cannot be taken, drought plans that trigger “automatic”
actions after reaching some threshold, etc. – as well as the agency of an
individual who navigates a number of possible ways of fulfilling, cir
cumventing, or even resisting these structuring forces (Gersick, 1991;
Horan et al., 2011). Characterizing the real agency of an actor involved
in drought decision making is critical because it can reveal the differ
ences, for instance, between a federal agency deciding not to allow
grazing on lands recovering from a multi-year drought and individual
6
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Table 2
Dimensions of the Actor Element. The attributes column describes each dimension in greater detail. Attributes that represent discrete variables are separated by a
comma while those that lie along a continuous spectrum are denoted with a dash. The final column provides an example from one of the synthesized cases to illustrate
the dimension.
Dimension

Dimension Attributes

Example from a Case

Experiences,
Education,
Social Networks,
Values,
Culture,
Norms & Beliefs,
Social Position/Identity

Cattle ranchers from different backgrounds, with various responsibilities, gender roles,
and skills, and with different life histories, negotiate and navigate social, economic and
ecological complexities of drought in diverse ways to sustain livestock operations on
rangelands (Case 6: Ranch Decision Making in the Western United States).

Individual – Collective

In the Rio Grande/Bravo basin, actors range from individual farmers making decisions
about their own properties and businesses, to entities making decisions on behalf of
larger collectives (e.g., tribal, state, county, or municipal water managers and regional
irrigation districts), to groups of decision-makers that form among individual actors or
entities around temporary or specific objectives (e.g., senior water rights holders acting
together to bring a legal case against the state regarding water adjudication) (Case 9:
Rio Grande Basin).

Little Influence – Much Influence

Capacity/Resources
What resources do actors have to engage in decision
making? (i.e., financial, political, social, other)

The San Luis Valley of Colorado is required to recharge over-extracted groundwater
reserves by 2030. Under state rules, groundwater-pumping irrigators and
municipalities must have state-approved plans in place to replace or retire
groundwater withdrawals and reduce injury to senior surface water rights holders
affected by groundwater depletion. Fearing that the state would impose one-size-fitsall rules on local irrigators to meet these goals, innovative subdistricts of the existing
Rio Grande Water Conservation District were formed that allow local formulation of
water management plans to meet the goals and spread the costs and risks across large
groups of hydrologically-linked landowners. These subdistricts create a new space for
formal decision-making where there had previously only been informal influence by
concerned irrigators and ditch organizations (Case 9: Rio Grande Basin).

Low Capacity/Few Resources –
High Capacity/Many Resources

Accountability
To what extent are decision makers held responsible for
consequences of their decisions?

In the Red Rock Watershed in Montana, different types of landowners exhibited
different levels of financial, political, and social capacity. For example, amenity
ranchers (i.e., landowners who do not rely on ranching for their primary income) were
more willing to work with governmental and non-governmental organizations and
were more likely to have formal, proactive drought plans when compared to traditional
ranchers (i.e., full-time ranchers whose income is generated primarily from their
operation). No traditional ranchers in this study had a formal, proactive drought plan.
The relative lack of financial resources was cited as a barrier for implementing stream
restoration projects or new drought mitigation practices among traditional ranchers
(Moore, 2018) (Case 4: Red Rock Watershed).

No Consequences of Decisions – All
Consequences of Decisions

Ranchers applied for increased numbers of well augmentation plan permits during the
2002–2005 drought in Colorado, a process regulated by the State Engineer. After
senior water rights holders took the State to Water Court to stop these permits and
rescind others because of injury they claimed done to them, ranchers were left with
little recourse for obtaining new sources of supplemental water. Accountability for
negative impacts to junior water rights holders was murky. On the one hand, senior
water rights holders upheld their legal rights, which absolved them of responsibility for
impacts to more junior water rights holders. On the other, the State Engineer and the
Water Courts were responsible for rescinding well augmentation plan permits, which
directly created consequences for ranchers. Yet these agricultural producers could not
hold these institutions responsible for damage to their livelihoods either.
Consequences of well permit decisions were not borne by those responsible for the
decision itself but externalized to others
(Henderson et al., 2021; Case 8: Southeast Colorado).

a

Experiences and Personal Characteristics
What aspects of individuals’ backgrounds and
personalities influence how they respond in the face
of drought?a

Actor Type
Is an individual or a collective entity (e.g. an agency, an
irrigation district) making the decision?

Degree of Influence over Decision Making
To what degree are actors able to influence or enact
decision-making?

a
For literature on these concepts, please see Ajzen (1991); Crenshaw (1991); Hitlin and Piliavin (2004); Kimmerer (2013); Knutson et al. (2011); Marshall (2015);
Roche (2016); Tornikoski and Maalaoui (2019); Wilmer and Fernández-Giménez (2015).

farmers or ranchers choosing management practices. In the first case,
the agency official may be constrained by government rules about
grazing thresholds based on vulnerability assessments of public lands. In
the latter case, landowners have the capacity to weigh tradeoffs and
make reasoned decisions in relation to their own needs (Case 6: Ranch
Decision Making in the Western United States).
The capacity/resources dimension recognizes that formal decisionmaking authority or agency may mean little in practice if it is not accom
panied by sufficient capacity, including social capital (Putnam, 2000) and
material resources. Finally, the accountability dimension emphasizes that
those who make decisions and those who bear the consequences of decisions

may or may not be one and the same. A mismatch between decision making
capacity and being accountable for the consequences of decision making can
occur in multiple ways. For instance, elected officials, civil servants, and
non-governmental actors may be distanced from the consequences of their
votes, policy action, or programs.
3.3. Element 3: what are the decisions or actions taken in response to
drought?
Many definitions of what counts as a “decision” within a public
administration context (Campbell and Clarke, 2018) focus on whether
7
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the actor made a conscious choice between options (Eilon, 1971; Kalra
et al., 2014) and if the decision involved a process of deliberative
judgment (Coles, 2002; Jones and Preston, 2010; Kowalski-Trakofler
et al., 2003).3 These two factors help identify the actors who make actual
decisions, regardless of job title. For instance, irrigators would be
viewed as drought decision makers if they 1) make a choice, such as
between planting higher value, drought-sensitive crops and lower value,
drought-resistant crops, and 2) the choice is based on a judgment of
possible costs and benefits given different drought scenarios, the nature
of agricultural markets, and so on. On the other hand, though irrigation
district managers might make certain decisions regarding the everyday
upkeep, monitoring, and operations of resources, they might not have
the legal or bureaucratic authority to ultimately make choices regarding
the release of water to water rights holders. Such managers may be le
gally bound to release water according to rules and regulations (e.g.,
seniority, water sharing agreements) regardless of their own judgments
about the nature of that water transfer or the ultimate use of that water
(Case 9: Rio Grande Basin). These actors are critical in drought pre
paredness or response, but their actions to release water might not meet
the criteria of a drought “decision” per our definition. Indeed, in in
terviews with water, land, and fire managers in the Upper Colorado
River Basin, respondents distinguished between whether or not they
considered themselves to be “managing for drought” based on perceived
control over decision making (Case 7: Upper Colorado River Basin;
Cravens, 2018).
Drought decision making is complicated by the fact that the onset of
drought is often difficult to detect and delineated by often-incompatible
definitions of drought (Drought Assessment, Management, and Planning,
1993; also see type of drought dimension in Element 1). Indeed, it is this
quality of drought that can result in a distinct form of decision making —
the wait-and-see decision (Avriel and Williams, 1970; Riebsame, 1990).
Reflecting what has been called “deep uncertainty” (Kalra et al., 2014),
wait-and-see decisions are not based on an “ideal” set of responsive
linear decisions that assume discrete triggers for actions (e.g., drought
thresholds), but, rather, approach complex decision making as a sto
chastic problem that responds to the incomplete information the deci
sion maker possesses.
Three dimensions describe aspects of the decision element (Table 3).
The decision context dimension describes the various political, legal,
economic, and cultural factors beyond drought that constrain and guide
decision formulation, decision making, and the actions that are or can be
taken as a result of those decisions. The discretion dimension reflects
whether the decision or action is based on selecting between a wide
variety of alternative actions or a more limited scope of actions. This
permits one to distinguish management actions that are selected from
many possible outcomes from actions taken based on a formalized al
gorithm or pre-determined, quantitative threshold, such as that speci
fied in a drought plan. The deliberative judgment dimension indicates the
extent to which the choice between different actions is informed by an
explicit balancing of costs and benefits, broadly defined (Coles, 2002).
As such, it is important to distinguish deliberative judgment – the
application of conscious “System II” mental reflection (Kahneman,
2011) – from decision making that relies on less explicit consideration of
options. Importantly, we do not take a normative stance on whether
more deliberative judgement results in better decisions; professional
intuition using “System I” processes (Kahneman, 2011) and “rules of
thumb” has been shown to be critically important in diverse professional
fields from forecasting avalanche risk to weather forecasting to pilots
flying airplanes (Klein, 2011; Statham et al., 2018). Rather, we
emphasize the range of discretion and deliberative judgment that may

be associated with different decisions, to better characterize the drought
decision-making process.
3.4. Element 4: what are the dynamic interactions among actors,
decisions, and/or problem framings?
As presented thus far, the typology offers a simplified picture of re
ality: one actor with their own understanding of a problem, making one
decision. But the real world is much more complex, with the actions and
perceptions of any given actor both determining and being determined
by the actions and perceptions of many other actors. These interactions
influence how multiple, often competing objectives are weighed and
whether they are acted upon, thereby directing, constraining, and/or
generating new action pathways. Thus, understanding the complexity of
real-world drought decision making requires a way to categorize and
analyze the many kinds of interactions that can exist between actors,
problem framings, and/or decisions. The typology’s fourth element
(Table 4) recognizes the diversity of these interactions. This element
points to the interdependence of “environmental, cognitive, social,
economic, geographic, and political” factors (White et al., 2009, p. 290),
as well as temporal and spatial dimensions, in affecting how
drought-related decisions and outcomes interact. Focusing on in
teractions offers a way to account for the unanticipated consequences
and cascading effects of drought decisions (Kinzig et al., 2006). Specif
ically, we see the concept of interaction as recursive — one that shapes
not only a specific decision but also the contextual apparatus that ac
companies the decision and its outcomes.
Social scientists have developed various theories to make sense of the
complexity of interactions in society and policy making. Each of these
theoretical approaches suggests a different lens, or dimension, of in
teractions to consider. We emphasize that there are certainly additional
dimensions of interactions that we have not identified. However, the list
presented here begins to illustrate how multiple actors making decisions
about drought may influence one another, constrain one another’s ac
tion, and ultimately interact according to a logic that can be analyzed
and understood.
The network dimension describes interactions (or the lack thereof)
between multiple actors within a system. At the conceptual level, net
works emphasize the importance of the patterns connecting people or
other objects in a system (Borgatti et al., 2009). As a method, social
network analysis provides a formal way to characterize relationships
between people, introducing concepts like centrality (number of links of
an individual actor) (Freeman, 1979) and network density (Scott, 1988).
Network theory also emphasizes how connections influence the move
ment of resources or information within a system. For instance, the
shape and extent to which a network is connected influences how actors
find out about drought early warning information (Case 7: Upper Col
orado River Basin; Cravens, 2018), how water is shared in times of
drought through voluntary mechanisms (McNeeley, 2014), and whether
collective learning takes place (Gerlak and Heikkila, 2011).
The extent of shared problem space dimension describes the interac
tion between various actors’ problem framings. Conflict resolution and
consensus-building theory suggests that the extent to which people
share an understanding of a problem is a significant factor influencing
their ability to collectively address it, making the development of a
shared problem framing a frequent goal in consensus-building efforts
(Susskind et al., 1999). Consensus about problem definition forms one
end of a continuous spectrum, with conflict forming the other end. In the
middle, actors hold different problem frames that are not necessarily
contradictory, but may not acknowledge other points of view, such as
the way ecological impacts of drought are often left out of drought
planning discussions (e.g., Case 2: Upper Missouri Headwaters; McEvoy
et al., 2018). At the conflict end of the spectrum, multiple views of a
problem directly conflict with one another, which means that either the
problem framing of those with the most power will prevail or taking
action will be difficult until the contradictions are addressed (Freeman,

3
In public policy and conflict resolution, (public) deliberation refers to a
collaborative or group process that fosters thoughtful consideration of issues
(Majone 1988). Deliberative judgement as discussed here is a cognitive process.
While the two share underlying ideas, they are distinct concepts.
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Table 3
Dimensions of the Decisions Element. The attributes column describes each dimension in greater detail. Attributes that represent discrete variables are separated by a
comma while those that lie along a continuous spectrum are denoted with a dash. The final column provides an example from one of the synthesized cases to illustrate
the dimension.
Dimension

Dimension Attributes

Example from a Case

Decision Context
What contextual factors constrain and/or guide the
actions taken?

Political, Legal, Economic, Cultural

Discretion
How much scope for decision making and/or acting
does an actor(s) possess?

The Montana decision context is constrained by the rigidity of the legal framework
(i.e., prior appropriation doctrine). However, cultural and economic factors such as
a strong sense of place and the changing economics of water-dependent livelihoods
(i.e., from lower-value agricultural production to higher-value guiding and
outfitting for anglers and recreationists) also shape how decisions are made. The
politics related to threatened and endangered aquatic species management are an
additional concern that shapes the decision context for senior and junior water
rights holders (Cravens et al., 2021; Case 2: Upper Missouri Headwaters).

Flexible Process and Alternatives – Limited
Choices

Deliberative Judgement
Does the actor(s) make a conscious choice between
options? Or is the actor(s) using professional
intuition?

Like other drought plans in surrounding watersheds, the Beaverhead Drought Plan
relies on predefined triggers for action. However, this 2016 plan is distinct in that it
integrates triggers not only from streamflow and temperature but also a range of
other indicators (including forecasted water supply, reservoir storage, and
information from the U.S. Drought Monitor). For example, if the forecasted water
supply in the main reservoir for August drops below 50,000 acre feet, then irrigation
allotments are incrementally reduced by predefined amounts. The use of predefined
triggers is an example of a plan with limited choice. In contrast the Blackfoot
Drought Response Plan encourages the drought committee to examine several
factors, but notes that “When all factors are considered, it is possible for stream
flows and water temperatures to exceed trigger levels without the Drought Response
being implemented” indicating a more flexible process
(McEvoy et al., 2018 pg. 12; Case 3: Beaverhead Drought Planning).

Explicit Consideration of Alternatives
(System II) – Professional Intuition
(System I)

Along the Rio Grande, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation is required to contribute to
releasing water from upstream reservoirs to downstream water rights holders.
However, the USBR is also tasked with protecting a number of endangered species
and other ecological resources and habitats. While USBR managers release water
according to a number of established protocols after a water rights holder “calls” for
water, they also apply deliberative judgment regarding when and how to release the
water in order to minimize negative and maximize positive impacts to the natural
systems associated with the river. These decisions are not established in fixed
protocols but involve professional judgments about what they could and ought to do
rather than simply what they are required to do (Case 9: Rio Grande Basin).

1979).
The third and fourth dimensions of interactions are decision spaces
and feedbacks. Actors, whether individuals or collectives, rarely act in
isolation. Interactions between multiple actors and actions are critical to
understand how decision spaces are created, recreated, and change
(Otto-Banaszak et al., 2011). Decision spaces can be thought of as con
figurations of people, institutions, and ideas that guide or constrain how
actors think about and negotiate drought decisions. They can also reflect
the interactions between multiple decision spaces (e.g., when one
agency’s actions constrain that of another agency; Horne & O’Donnell,
2014; Papasozomenou and Zikos, 2009). Within decision spaces, feed
backs between actors, decisions, and problem frames in turn impact any
of these, as well as the nature of a decision space itself. Feedbacks may
reflect the dynamics within one decision space (e.g., one way of framing
drought problems leads to degradation of habitat for aquatic species,
which, in turn, leads to a re-framing of drought problems) or the dy
namics among multiple decision spaces (e.g., the interaction between a
city addressing per capita water use over time and a state agency
addressing drought during a declared state of emergency)(Case 9: Rio
Grande Basin). This dimension also includes the dynamics that dampen
or facilitate the capacity to prepare for and respond to drought that
emerge from interactions between different actors (e.g., when a state’s
water laws limit the capacity of a local actor to enact a drought plan that
would ensure greater resilience to drought, at the cost of local water
rights) (Kallis et al., 2009).
The final two dimensions emphasize that actors and the problems
they see or actions they take all interact across space and time, some
times in unanticipated ways. Cross-scale interactions describe how dif
ferences in spatiotemporal scales and resolutions (e.g. community, river

basin, and regional scales) can have differential effects on actors (Peters
et al., 2007).4 Scales of space and resolution generate dynamics as in
dividual decisions intersect within larger institutional decisions else
where (e.g., how many landowners’ choices affect a watershed) or as
decisions made by one group upstream in a river basin impact those
downstream. Over time, as various actors and their choices interact,
surprising outcomes or unintended consequences may result in other
spaces distant from the initial decision space(s) (Dilling et al., 2017).
Multiple dynamics of scale and resolution may be ongoing, creating
interactive effects and externalities for the system that are difficult to
track or that generate challenges characterized as maladaptation (Bar
nett & O’Neill, 2010).
The path dependence dimension emphasizes that decisions rarely
occur absent historical context. Path dependency reflects the resistance
to change from a historical norm and is often conceptualized as a barrier
to change (Barnett et al., 2015). Similarly, particular problem framings
or decision spaces may be more or less persistent, reflecting the dura
bility of existing institutions or ways of understanding; a classic example
that appeared in multiple cases we synthesized is how the legal frame
work provided by the prior appropriation doctrine (Thompson et al.,

4
Cross-scale interactions are variously discussed in socio-economic litera
tures, with emphasis on power dynamics and resources between scales of actors
(e.g. institutions and individuals) (Adger et al., 2005), between social and
ecological systems at different resolutions or granularity (Scholes et al., 2013),
and between different scales of time and space (Peters et al., 2007) – and
combinations of these types. Here, we focus on cross-scale interactions in terms
of spatiotemporal scales.
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Table 4
Dimensions of the Interactions Element. The attributes column describes each dimension in greater detail. Attributes that represent discrete variables are separated by
a comma while those that lie along a continuous spectrum are denoted with a dash. The final column provides an example from one of the synthesized cases to
illustrate the dimension.
Dimension

Dimension Attributes

Network
What kind of relationships exist among actors? To what extent does
the network support or inhibit the flow of information and
resources among actors?

Weak Connections
Connections

Extent of Shared Problem Space
Do actors have the same understanding of the problem? To what
extent are actors’ framings of the problem contradictory or
threatening to other actors?

Consensus – Multiple But Not
Contradictory – Conflict

The threat of the Arctic grayling being listed under the Endangered Species Act
provides a shared problem space that motivates irrigators and anglers to
collaborate via “shared sacrifice agreements.” Some of these agreements are
outlined in formal Candidate Conservation Agreements with Assurances plans
that specify proactive stream restoration or water conservation measures for
irrigators. Other agreements are outlined in less formal watershed drought
plans that establish streamflow and water temperature thresholds at which
irrigators will voluntarily reduce withdrawals and anglers will restrict fishing
hours and access (McEvoy et al., 2018; Case 2: Upper Missouri Headwaters).

Enables Others
Others

Agricultural producers’ decisions to apply for well augmentation permits,
which are junior rights in the state of Colorado, were limited by senior surface
water rights holders’ decisions to petition the State Engineer. Given the
magnitude and scope of the 3-year drought, producers who were denied
augmentation permits or had them rescinded were left with few alternatives to
sustain their businesses. Constraints on decision making in the moment had
longer term consequences, as evidenced by the ongoing struggle producers have
had in regaining their well augmentation permits (Henderson et al 2021; Case
8: Southeast Colorado).

Decision Space
How do one actor’s decisions constrain or enable another actor’s
range of possible choices?

Feedbacks
How do interactions between actors, actions, and decision spaces
create dynamics that reinforce or dampen the effects of drought
decisions and actions?

Cross-Scale Interactions
To what extent do actors, decisions, and decision spaces interact
across time and space?

Example from a Case

– Strong

– Constrains

Beaver mimicry involves components including scientific inquiry and
monitoring and also applied, practical management objectives. As a result, two
distinct networks of actors emerge in understanding how beaver mimicry
impacts ecological drought in riparian ecosystems. The first, scientific
researchers, are hesitant and apprehensive to draw conclusions without
substantial and long term monitoring data. The second network, managers and
practitioners, utilize anecdotal information and locally available resources to
verify benefits to their resources of concern. Information flows through these
two networks of actors are restricted by (1) perceived credibility of conclusive
information, (2) socially accepted legitimacy of information application, and
(3) local relevance of anticipated application outcomes (Case 5: Beaver
Mimicry).

Reinforce – Dampen

Decisions to shift away from heavy groundwater dependence in Colorado due to
the state’s requirements to recharge overexploited groundwater resources has
meant a maximization of Rio Grande surface water use, reinforcing and
exacerbating pressures on surface water users in New Mexico. The latter have
responded by increasing their dependence on and investment in importing
water from the Colorado River basin via the San Juan-Rio Chama diversion
(Case 9: Rio Grande Basin).

Discrete Decisions –
Interdependent Decisions

In the Upper Missouri Headwaters basin, there are numerous agencies
operating at various institutional and spatial scales whose management actions
affect water availability and drought resiliency within the watershed. In
addition to laws, policies and administrative programs, there are 33 plans that
pertain to the area, but not necessarily much coordination between different
levels and types of planning (McEvoy et al., 2018; Case 2: Upper Missouri
Headwaters).

2018) shapes and constrains drought response. Path dependence liter
ature suggests that historical context and continual reinforcement of
trajectories matter in how they constrain action (e.g., Barnett et al.,
2015). Path dependencies may be tacit and difficult to articulate and
trace in a system, as for example, traditional decision making regarding
forest management fails to account for the linkages between wildfires
and water. This was the case in northern New Mexico where the 2011
Las Conchas wildfires led to flash flooding and soil erosion that depos
ited massive debris into rivers and creeks, leading to flow from portions
of the watershed being cut off from the mainstem of the Rio Grande
(Case 9: Rio Grande Basin; Thompson et al., 2016; Tillery et al., 2011).
Legacy (path dependent) forest management practices had not accoun
ted for the linked impacts of wildfire and the river which, in turn,
impacted the water available for managing drought conditions down
stream (Dahm et al., 2015). At other times, paths are transparent and
easily knowable. For example, prior appropriation’s “first in time, first
in right” provision protects a farmer’s senior water rights when demands

are high on a particular river but may constrain the options of those with
junior rights (Case 8: Southeast Colorado). As this example suggests, it is
important to identify how historical context influences who gains and
who loses, or how vulnerability changes over time (Erfurt et al., 2019).
4. Discussion and conclusions
Our typology asks four questions that together explain the key facets
of drought decision making: How is the drought problem framed? Who
makes decisions about drought? What are the decisions or actions taken in
response to drought? What are the dynamic interactions among actors, de
cisions, and/or problem framings? Each element comprises multiple di
mensions, providing sub-questions and specific variables to understand
the nuances of that element (Tables 1–4). By unpacking the complexity
of drought management, the typology permits drought managers, pro
gram and research funders, and natural and social scientists to assess the
contours of a system and analyze how decisions to prepare for or
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respond to drought are made in specific contexts. In Table 5, we provide
an example of the way the typology may be used to describe a particular
drought management situation: junior water rights holders in Southeast
Colorado responding to drought. In the Supplemental Material, there is a
narrative description of the research from Case 8 summarized in Table 5.
Comparing these two illustrates the way the typology simplifies a
complex reality into discrete categories. Applying this typology allows
one to avoid conflating water management with the greater complexity
that is necessary to understand drought management as a system-level
challenge. Greater system-level understanding facilitates a more
robust mental model of the overlapping problem spaces, actors, and
decisions that interact to comprise drought management.
Applying each element of the typology has the potential to yield
distinct insights. Element 1 (problem framing) emphasizes that drought
management approaches depend on how decision makers understand
the challenge they are facing. Explicitly asking how different actors
understand the problem may reveal shared or divergent assumptions as
well as help decision makers resolve conflicts over planning or strategy
development. Element 2 (actors) can reveal more nuanced under
standing of decision maker and stakeholder backgrounds, experiences,
and positions within the system, highlighting similarities and differ
ences between types of drought managers. This element also reminds
typology users that multiple types of actors make drought decisions in
the same place. For instance, a researcher might focus on decisions made
by individual ranchers, but the typology calls attention to how institu
tional decision making can be important in understanding individual
actions. Element 3 offers two perspectives on decision making. Consid
eration of decision context appears in almost all relevant social science
studies (a structural view of decision making); we add that explicitly
analyzing where and how deliberative choice is exercised (a psycho
logical view accounting for actor agency) increases ability to understand
how context influences decision making. Element 4 (interactions) pro
vides a way to address drought risk by parsing social and institutional
complexity.
Together, the typology’s four dimensions inform numerous planning
and management processes. As a means of exploring social and institu
tional aspects of drought decision-making, the typology has immediate
relevance for water, fire, and land managers; scientists; program and
research funders; and communities seeking to more holistically and
effectively understand and address drought management challenges.
These users can apply the four guiding questions, with dimensions under
each, to structure workshops, empirical social science research, or
collaborative processes for a range of planning or management pur
poses. This may be of particular utility when managers or researchers
are tasked with initiating collaborative planning in complex social set
tings, and when social or ecological relationships are changing rapidly.
The typology offers a clear structure for guided inquiry, though the el
ements can be used in any order. For instance, a drought planner might
have a fairly clear idea of the actors involved in preparing for drought in
a watershed, so beginning with Element 2, actors, might help them
identify underrepresented interests.
The outcome of this guided inquiry is greater system-level under
standing, which facilitates a more robust mental model of the over
lapping problem spaces, actors, and decisions that interact to comprise
drought management. While improved mental models have broad
relevance, use of the typology will likely play out differently for decision
makers, funders, and scientists. For decision makers – whether water,
fire or land managers, landowners, watershed groups, or others – greater
understanding of one’s place in the system translates into more effective
action by revealing constraints, opportunities, and leverage points. The
typology reveals dynamics of scale, context, and agency that may help
decision makers identify sites of intervention for future drought. Un
derstanding one’s relationship to other actors in a system, for example,
might reveal the limits of one’s influence, or how a proposed alternative
could magnify (good and bad) impacts on others. This greater under
standing may be especially important for drought response in a crisis,

when one must act from existing knowledge. For funding agencies and
scientists, viewing drought management holistically can highlight gaps
in scientific knowledge or program investments. For physical scientists,
in particular, a mental model informed by the typology likely includes
elements of people and society not present in their preexisting mental
framework. Social scientists can use the typology as a tool in research
design as a source of questions or variables to investigate.
A mental model of drought decision making that better reflects the
complexities of actual practice provides four benefits. First, it provides
users more holistic knowledge of possible constraints and opportunities
that arise as one decision influences another. For an individual range
land manager, for instance, a workshop using the typology might further
understanding of the range of state and federal agencies providing
drought information and resources.
Second, descriptive analysis of a past drought can illuminate current
regimes of governance and possible interventions that might help de
cision makers avoid past mistakes, as well as anticipate or minimize
tradeoffs, cascading effects, and unintended future consequences
(Pahl-Wostl, 2009). By presenting a framework that is agnostic of time,
the typology can be used to analyze longitudinal system changes, make
comparisons across cases, and develop historical or contextual analo
gies. Such analog examples can then be compared to current conditions
to guide ongoing decision making (Wilke and Morton, 2017), such as
where new programs or policies are being introduced.
Third, placing decisions that both intentionally and unintentionally
affect ecosystems and species into the same conceptual framework as
agricultural and water supply actions helps illuminate whether and how
ecological effects of drought (Crausbay et al., 2017) are accounted for in
drought preparedness and response. Thus, using the typology can help
planners, researchers, and funders identify the roles played by natural
resource management in drought preparedness and response in a given
system. This is a fruitful area for future research, as recognition of
connections between drought and other natural resource decisions can
lead to identifying previously unrecognized elements.
Finally, use of the typology, particularly in collaborative settings, has
the potential to create a new shared mental model of drought for actors
that enables both individual and social learning (Reed et al., 2010;
Henderson et al., 2021), facilitating problem-solving from common
starting points, as well as more sophisticated approaches to compromise
(Cravens and Ardoin, 2016). For example, when scientists and practi
tioners share knowledge about their priorities and the barriers they face,
an emerging drought management challenge such as “flash drought”
will be better understood. Greater overall awareness of the wider system
in which each is operating facilitates this collaborative learning process.
While typologies can aid thinking about system-level processes, no
single framework can capture every salient feature, and all have limi
tations. As a descriptive typology, ours does not offer the causal expla
nation one would find in an explanatory typology; we consider this the
next step for future research. Typologies are meant to simplify, yet
simplification can overly constrain thinking and omit critical features
(Bowker and Star, 2000). Our typology does not necessarily capture how
decision makers’ choices are influenced by other, often implicit social
forces outside natural resource management, such as politics or markets.
In developing a parsimonious typology, we made sometimes difficult
decisions about which elements to highlight and exclude. Despite these
limitations, we believe the typology offers a compelling framework to
understand the most important factors shaping how and why
drought-related decisions are made.
Our research is based in the western United States, a coherent ecoregion where aridity is an important factor, and one that shares many
social and legal patterns (Jones et al., 2019). Despite the regional
specificity of our research projects, our guiding goal in creating this
typology was to provide a foundation for a methodology for generating
typologies of drought decision making at multiple scales, within and
across socio-cultural systems and hydrological, meteorological, or cli
matic environments. To use this methodology in that way, one would
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Methodology, Investigation, Writing – review & editing. Jamie McE
voy: Conceptualization, Investigation, Writing – review & editing. Ste
phanie Paladino: Methodology, Investigation, Writing – review &
editing. Adam K. Wilke: Methodology, Investigation. Hailey Wilmer:
Methodology, Investigation, Writing – review & editing.

Table 5
Illustration of applying the typology to summarize the decision-making experi
ence of junior water rights holders in Case 8: Southeast Colorado. For more
detail about this case, see the Supplemental Material.
Typology Dimension

Summary for Case 8: Southeast Colorado

Element 1: Problem Framing
Drought Issue Focus
Spatial Scale
Temporal Scale
Drought Type
Drivers vs. Impacts
Proactive vs. Reactive

primary
regional
short term
all
impacts
reactive

Declaration of competing interest
The authors declare that they have no known competing financial
interests or personal relationships that could have appeared to influence
the work reported in this paper.

Element 2: Who Made Decisions
Experience or Personal
Characteristics
Actor Type
Degree of Influence
Capacity/Resources
Accountability

not collected in this case

Acknowledgements

individual
little influence
few resources
some consequences

This typology was inspired and informed by discussions at the
September 2016 Actionable Science Ecological Drought Workshop and
June 2018 Drought Social Science Synthesis Workshop held at the U.S.
Geological Survey’s (USGS) Fort Collins Science Center. Thank you to
attendees of both workshops for your enthusiastic participation and
sharing of your insights in those early discussions, including Aparna
Bamzai-Dodson (USGS), Tyler Beeton (Colorado State University), John
Berggren (University of Colorado), Shawn Carter (USGS), Shelley
Crausbay (Conservation Science Partners), Trevor Even (Colorado State
University), Jill Lackett (Colorado State University), Shannon McNeeley
(Colorado State University), Alison Meadow (University of Arizona),
Lindsey Middleton (Colorado State University), Jeff Morisette (USGS),
Dennis Ojima (Colorado State University), Robin O’Malley (USGS),
Rachel Owen (University of Missouri, Columbia), Madeleine Rubenstein
(USGS), Rudy Schuster (USGS) and Trisha Shrum (University of Ver
mont). We are grateful to Julia Goolsby for creating Figs. 1 and 2 and
helping prepare the manuscript and citations and to Rebecca Nelson,
Anne Siders, Aparna Bamzai-Dodson, Alisa Wade, and Mike Langston for
reviews of earlier versions of this manuscript.

Element 3: Decisions in Response
Decision Context
Discretion
Deliberative Judgement

legal
limited choices
explicit consideration of alternatives

Element 4: Dynamic Interactions
Network
Extent of Shared Problem
Space
Decision Space
Feedbacks
Cross-scale Interactions

medium connections among individual ranchers
consensus on problem (water scarcity)
impacts of decisions could threaten and/or
constrain others’ actions
reinforcing
interdependent

begin by answering the four questions posed in the elements above —
How is the drought problem framed? Who makes decisions about drought?
What are the decisions or actions taken in response to drought? What are the
dynamic interactions among actors, decisions, and/or problem framings?
The dimensions included within each of these broad questions permit
one to give “local life” to the drought management systems and the
socio-environmental systems that shape the local or regional context of
systems under study. Quantifying and qualifying these dimensions en
sures an understanding of discrete, place-based cases more reflective of
the complexity involved in managing a drought. As such, the four core
questions and their discrete dimensions are potentially globally relevant
because they are built on a method of interpretation for generating a
useable drought management typology. Regardless, we do not see this
typology as exhaustive, but, rather, as a starting point. We invite others
in the emerging field of drought social science to add to this typology
based on their local experiences and regional research findings.

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.wace.2021.100362.
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Table S1: Social Science Case Study Research Projects Synthesized
Case ID

Project Title

Location

Project Objectives

Methods

Case 1: GREAT
PLAINS

Operationalization
and Measurement
of Adaptive
Capacity:
Agriculture and
Drought in the U.S.
Great Plains

U.S. Great
Plains

Understand drought
mitigation and response in
terms of agricultural
producers' adaptive
capacity.

Random sample surveys of range-based
livestock producers in the Northern
Great Plains region following the 2012
and 2016 droughts.

Case 2: UPPER
MISSOURI
HEADWATERS

Human Dimensions
of Ecological
Drought in the
Upper Missouri
Headwaters,
Montana

Upper
Missouri
Headwaters
(UMH)
Basin,
southwestern
Montana

Understand how drought's
impact on ecosystems
affects human
communities, including (a)
how stakeholders and
managers perceive and
respond to drought, (b) by
whom and under which
laws or policies
ecologically available
water is governed, (c)
responses to drought in the
UMH, and (d) ecosystem
services impacted by
drought in the region.

Mixed methods project including: (1)
interviews with partners of the Montana
demonstration project of the National
Drought Resilience Project (NDRP);
(2) document analysis of all plans
(drought, land management, hazard,
etc.) that pertain to the study region to
understand how they do or do not
address ecologically available water;
and (3) ecosystem services inventory
workshop. Analysis informed by the
Ecological Drought Framework
developed by the working group.

Case 3:
BEAVERHEAD
DROUGHT
PLANNING

The Beaverhead
Watershed Drought
Resiliency Plan

Beaverhead
Watershed,
southwestern
Montana

Develop a drought plan
that provides the
framework for proactive
drought risk management
across the watershed.

Collaborative planning process that
included multiple public stakeholder
engagements and individual meetings
with key stakeholders.

Case 4: RED
ROCK
WATERSHED

Understanding
Ranchers' Beliefs
and Behaviors
Regarding Drought
and Natural Water
Storage in
Southwest Montana

Red Rock
Watershed,
southwestern
Montana

Case 5:
BEAVER
MIMICRY

Actionable Science
for Ecological
Drought
Adaptation: The
Case of BeaverRelated Restoration

Colorado,
Montana,
Utah, Oregon

Understand ranchers’
perceptions of drought and
their beliefs and behaviors
towards adoption of two
natural water storage
strategies: flood irrigation
and beaver mimicry
projects.
Understand the
characteristics that make
science actionable for
water resource
management in the context
of beaver mimicry.

Semi-structured qualitative interviews
of landowners and ranch managers.
Key informants helped develop a list of
interviewees, expanded using a
snowball sampling technique.
Literature on the theory of planned
behavior and amenity land ownership
informed analysis.
Ethnographic conversations with
scientists and resource
managers/practitioners focused on reintroduction of woody debris for stream
and wetland restoration.; qualitative
analysis.

Team Members
(paper authors in
bold)
C.D. Allen, M.E.
Burbach, T.R.
Haigh, M.J.
Hayes, C.L.
Knutson, A.
Mucia, J.A. Otkin,
W. Schacht, A.
Smart, J. Volesky

Research
Approach(es)

Project
Products

Project Funding

Disaster risk and
vulnerability;
adaptive capacity;
behavioral
motivation

Haigh et al.
(2019a); Haigh
et al. (2019b),
Haigh (2019c)

D.J. Bathke, S.D.
Crausbay, A.E.
Cravens, T.R.
Haigh, M.J.
Hayes, T. Jedd, J.
McEvoy, M.
Podebradska, N.
Raheem, A.
Ramirez, SNAPP
Ecological Drought
Working Group
(Working Group
Pls: S.L. Carter,
M.S. Cross, K.R.
Hall), E. Wickham,
D. Zoanni
C. Carparelli, T.R.
Haigh, M.J.
Hayes, National
Drought Mitigation
Center, C.J. Stiles,
E. Wickham
M.A. Moore, J.
McEvoy

Institutional
analysis; humanenvironment
geography;
terrestrial
ecology, rural
sociology;
political science;
drought planning

Cravens et al.
(2021);
McEvoy et al.
(2018); Raheem
et al. (2019)

Natural
Resources
Conservation
Service;
University of
NebraskaLincoln; U.S.
National Oceanic
and Atmospheric
Administration
U.S. Geological
Survey Climate
Adaptation
Science Center;
Science for
Nature and
People
Partnership
(SNAPP)

Natural
resources/drought
planning

Carparelli
(2016); Stiles
and Wickham
(2019)

U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation

Humanenvironment
geography; theory
of planned
behavior

Moore (2018)

The Nature
Conservancy

A. BamzaiDodson, A.E.
Cravens, T.
Pfaeffle, A.K.
Wilke

Sociology,
science and
technology
studies

Products in
preparation

U.S. Geological
Survey Climate
Adaptation
Science Center
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Case 6: RANCH
DECISION
MAKING IN
THE
WESTERN
UNITED
STATES
Case 7: UPPER
COLORADO
RIVER BASIN

Drought Decision
Making in Western
U.S. Ranches

Colorado;
Wyoming;
western
United States

Identify ranching
strategies to increase
adaptive capacity and
compare management
practices across the
western United States.

Synthesis of existing literature and
case-studies built from interviews with
ranchers related to decision making,
grazing management, forage
management, and other decisions.

H. Wilmer and
coauthors

Rangeland
ecology; socialecological
systems

Wilmer et al.
(2018); Wilmer
and FernándezGiménez (2015,
2016a); Wilmer
et al. (2019)

National Institute
of Food and
Agriculture;
Agricultural
Research Service

Drought Decision
Support in the
Upper Colorado
River Basin

Upper
Colorado
River Basin
(western
Colorado)

Interviews with known and prospective
tool users of drought early warning
information in the study area, as well as
providers of drought information and
tools. Researcher also participated as a
participant-observer in Colorado
Climate Center drought early warning
biweekly updates.

A.E. Cravens, N.J.
Doesken, J. Lukas

Institutional
analysis; learning
sciences;
climatology

Cravens (2018)

U.S. Geological
Survey

Case 8:
SOUTHEAST
COLORADO

Unintended
Consequences,
Social Learning,
and Adaptation to
Drought in
Southeast Colorado

Arkansas
River Basin,
Colorado

Identify the scientific
information that various
types of land, water, and
fire managers need to
respond to drought in
western Colorado.
Understand how managers
incorporate this
information into decision
making.
Understand how decisions
about drought at different
scales trigger unintended
consequences and possible
social learning in light of
identified vulnerabilities
and resilience.

Interviews based on purposive and
snowball sampling in urban and rural
areas recently exposed to significant
drought. Additional discourse analysis
and interviews informed by theoretical
sampling.

L. Dilling, J.
Henderson, R.E.
Morss, U. Rick, O.
Wilhelmi

Henderson et al.
(2021)

Cooperative
Institute for
Research in
Environmental
Sciences (CIRES)

Case 9: RIO
GRANDE
BASIN

Improving
Resilience for the
Rio Grande
Coupled HumanNatural System

Rio Grande
Basin
(Colorado to
the Gulf of
Mexico and
portions of
Mexico)

Initial sampling strategy guided by
purposive sampling, focused on water
managers. Informational interviews and
secondary sources helped delineate
distinct sections within the basin.
Snowball sampling used to identify
additional interviewees; ethnographic
methods in each section helped capture
variation in key water management
practices.

J.R. Friedman, K.
Hanson, J. Koch,
S. Paladino, S.
Plassin, J.R.
Ziolkowska

Koch et al.
(2019); Plassin
et al (2020);
Plassin et al.
(2021)

U.S. Geological
Survey Climate
Adaptation
Science Center

Case 10:
OKLAHOMA

Adapting Socioecological Systems
to Increased
Climate Variability

Oklahoma

Understand how
stakeholders perceive
ecosystem services and
identify capacity to
sustainably manage river
waters. Identify what
shapes Rio Grande
decision making and water
management. Provide
directed adaptation and
management knowledge.
Understand how
stakeholders perceive
"natural" systems and
identify drought
adaptations to climate
change (drought).
Understand how different
socio-ecological systems
adapt to climate change
impacts.

Science and
technology
studies;
atmospheric and
climate sciences;
geography;
NOAA RISA
(Western Water
Assessment)
Social science
(anthropology,
geography, and
economics);
collaborative
systems
modelling

Community-based research approach;
cross-sampled water managers,
agricultural stakeholders, businesses,
tribal representatives, conservation
groups, etc.

J. Friedman, M.
Stanton, T.N.
VanWinkle

Environmental
and psychological
anthropologists

Doughty et al.
(2018); Gray et
al. (2019);
VanWinkle and
Friedman
(2017, 2018,
2019)

National Science
Foundation
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Examples of Testing the Typology by Applying to Cases
To illustrate in greater detail than possible within the length confines of the manuscript,
this section describes how the typology’s four elements manifested in five of the case study
projects we synthesized. Our goal is to demonstrate how we used this analysis to test the
particular typology elements we selected in the course of our synthesis analysis.

Case 2: Human Dimensions of Ecological Drought in the Upper
Missouri Headwaters, Montana
Case Summary
As part of a Science for Nature and People Partnership (SNAPP) Working Group, this
project brought together a group of interdisciplinary scientists to study ecological drought. While
previous research has focused extensively on hydrological, agricultural, and municipal impacts
of drought, little attention has been given to the ecological impacts of drought and how drought
affects the ecosystem services on which human communities rely. The Working Group defined
ecological drought as “an episodic deficit in water availability that drives ecosystems beyond
thresholds of vulnerability, impacts ecosystem services, and triggers feedbacks in natural and/or
human systems” (Crausbay et al., 2017, p. 2544) and developed an ecological drought
framework that considers both the physical and human drivers of drought. The Working Group
focused their ecological drought research in the Upper Missouri Headwaters (UMH) Basin in
southwestern Montana where a National Drought Resiliency Partnership (NDRP) pilot project
was underway. The goal of the NDRP was to “leverage and deliver technical, human and
financial resources to help address drought” through collaborations with federal, state, and local
stakeholders (Montana Drought Demonstration Partners, 2015, p. 2). Members of the SNAPP
Working Group conducted 44 interviews with stakeholders of the NDRP, analyzed watershed
drought plans and other relevant planning documents, and hosted an ecosystem services
elicitation workshop. The UMH vignettes presented in this paper draw on the insights learned
from the social science component of the Working Group’s research.

Element 1: Problem Framing
Central to this research project was an examination of the degree to which UMH resource
managers and stakeholders are aware of - and monitor and plan for - the ecological impacts of
drought. In other words, to what degree is the problem of drought framed as ecological drought?
Our interviews indicate that most NDRP stakeholders define drought in an integrated fashion
that includes both natural and human communities. However, when we analyzed the specific
impacts each interviewee mentioned, we found that some participants focused more on
ecological impacts while others focused more on non-ecological impacts. We interpret this to
mean that while interviewees may conceptualize the overall problem of drought to include
ecological impacts, their roles and other constraints may require them to address either
ecological or non-ecological aspects of that problem on a day-to-day basis (Cravens et al., 2021).
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Our in-depth analysis of five watershed drought plans indicated that the plans do account for
some ecological impacts. However, the ecological drought problem is framed narrowly in terms
of impacts to fish with little attention given to other ecological drought impacts (McEvoy et al.,
2018).
Following Van Loon et al. (2016) as well as Crausbay et al. (2017), our analyses also
focused on the degree to which the problem of drought was framed as being driven by physical
factors, human factors, or both. In our interviews, we found that individuals framed drought as a
phenomenon with diverse drivers including physical landscape attributes and meteorological
conditions, as well as human management of land and water resources. Interviewees also noted
the importance of interactions between drivers and highlighted the role climate change plays in
exacerbating drought (Cravens et al., 2021).

Element 2: Actors
This project examined an innovative and nascent partnership for drought planning (i.e.,
the Montana pilot project of the National Drought Resiliency Partnership) and thus drew a
sample frame to capture stakeholders from organizations participating in the NDRP (see Raheem
et al., 2019 for details). When asked about their respective roles in drought management, some
interviewees described the drought decisions for which they are responsible (e.g., local
watershed group member calling for voluntary irrigation reductions). Other interviewees
indicated they do not see themselves as drought “decision-makers”, but rather as providing
support to those who make decisions. Thus, they have fairly limited agency for directly
influencing drought decisions (e.g., environmental non-profit staff providing information to
landowners). Some interviewees occupy a middle ground (e.g., a Bureau of Land Management
employee administering a grazing plan implemented by individual rancher permittees).
Many of the interviewees noted the important role that actors in local watershed groups
and local watershed planners play in drought planning at the local watershed level. However, the
most commonly noted constraint for these actors was financial resources. Lack of funding was
seen as a barrier to the long-term capacity for local watershed groups to effectively develop and
implement drought plans.
In terms of accountability, our research made a distinction between informal watershed
drought plans and Candidate Conservation Agreements with Assurances (CCAAs), which are
formal agreements between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and non-Federal entities,
including irrigators. The CCAAs create greater accountability with a mechanism to enforce
conservation agreements through the Federal Endangered Species Act (i.e., if the agreement is
not followed, additional restrictions can be imposed). Conversely, informal watershed drought
plans lack formal enforcement mechanisms and rely on social norms and voluntary collaboration
to implement the conservation agreements.

Element 3: Decisions in Response
Our analysis of five watershed drought plans found that these plans rely on
predetermined thresholds (primarily streamflow level and water temperature) that trigger a
voluntary reduction in irrigation withdrawals and/or angling restrictions and river closures
(McEvoy et al., 2018). At first pass, it appears there is not much room for discretion and that
drought decisions based on these pre-existing thresholds outlined in the plan would be rather
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rigid and formal. However, the Blackfoot Drought Response Plan1 gives decision-makers much
greater discretion by instructing the drought committee to look beyond established streamflow
and water temperature thresholds and consider a variety of other factors (e.g., season, water
demand, climatic conditions, weather forecasts, and general conditions) before making a decision
(McEvoy et al., 2018). An interview with a member of this drought committee confirmed that, in
practice, they have a great deal of discretion when deciding if - and when - to call for voluntary
irrigation and angling restrictions. The Montana decision context influences how this discretion
is applied. Key factors include the legal framework (prior appropriation as applied under
Montana state law), as well as a strong sense of place and tradition of outdoor recreation among
residents and the relative balance of economic power between agriculture (lower value than in
much of the West) and guiding or outfitting (higher value than in much of the West, especially
on the world-class “blue ribbon” trout streams) (McEvoy et al., 2018).

Element 4: Dynamic Interactions
This case study reveals several examples of dynamic interactions. Our analysis of five
drought plans highlighted cross-scale interactions in drought planning. For example, the
Beaverhead Watershed Drought Resiliency Plan mentioned several other resource management
plans that have drought-related components and/or implications for ecological drought planning
(e.g., U.S. Forest Service National Forest Plans, State Water Plans, Watershed Restoration Plans,
County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plans, etc.). These additional plans broaden the scope of the
ecological impacts that are monitored and managed. Additionally, these plans highlight the
interactions between water temperature, water quality, pathogen outbreaks, invasive species,
resource degradation, and wildfire that need to be considered in drought planning (McEvoy et
al., 2018). Given the importance of cross-scalar and cross-institutional interactions, we are in the
process of analyzing the wider range of federal, state, and local laws, policies, administrative
programs and plans that affect the availability of water to ecosystems in times of drought in the
UMH in order to map the institutional landscape that shapes drought preparedness and response.
By examining the ongoing Montana demonstration project, our case study highlights the
importance of network interactions in drought planning. The goal of the NDRP is to coordinate
and leverage various federal, state, and local resources to improve drought responses. The
partnership made federal and state resources available to local communities to prepare for - and
mitigate - drought impacts (Cravens et al., 2021). The list of Montana demonstration project
partners includes 49 different organizations involved in drought management in the UMH.
Lastly, this case highlights dynamic interactions in a shared problem space. The threat of
the fluvial artic grayling becoming listed as a threatened or endangered species provided
motivation for irrigators, anglers, state wildlife officials, and the federal Environmental
Protection Agency to work together to mitigate drought in various watersheds in the UMH.

1

Note that the Blackfoot Watershed is outside the Upper Missouri Headwaters Basin; it is included in the analysis of
local watershed drought plans as it is recognized throughout the state of Montana as an innovative, successful
example. See McEvoy et al 2018 for details.
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Case 3: The Beaverhead Watershed Drought Resiliency Plan
Case Summary
Drought risk management strategies are promoted as the keys to reduce the potential for
impacts resulting from future drought events. While responses during a drought event, often
called “crisis management”, are necessary, the proactive nature of mitigation activities and
policies associated with risk management and implemented before droughts occur provide the
opportunities to reduce drought vulnerabilities in a location or region. For example, the
Integrated Drought Management Programme (IDMP) has recently advocated a three “pillar”
approach for drought risk management (World Meteorological Organization Global Water
Partnership, 2014). Pillar 1 covers drought monitoring and early warning. Pillar 2 emphasizes
impact and vulnerability assessments to identify who and what are most vulnerable to droughts
and why. The third pillar, Pillar 3, deals with the response and mitigation management strategies
that take place either during or before a drought event, respectively, to reduce drought impacts.
Similarly, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), which funds drought contingency
planning in the western U.S., requires six elements for any funded drought planning project
(USBR, 2019); these required elements align quite closely with the three pillars. Drought
planning can take place at any jurisdictional level and, in the United States, this has often been at
the state level. However, in recent years, there has been more interest in drought planning at the
municipal, basin, tribal, and individual rancher levels. In 2015, the Beaverhead Watershed in
southwest Montana undertook a proactive drought planning process to develop the Beaverhead
Watershed Drought Resiliency Plan (BWDRP) (Carparelli, 2016). This step coincided with
activities associated with the National Drought Resilience Partnership taking place at the time in
Montana and funding opportunities available through the USBR’s WaterSMART program.
The Beaverhead Watershed within the Upper Missouri River Basin is one of the main
tributaries for the Jefferson River, which eventually joins with the Madison and Gallatin Rivers
to form the Missouri River Headwaters at Three Forks, Montana. The Beaverhead Watershed has
numerous stakeholders that rely heavily on the water resources within the basin, including
agriculture, recreation, tourism, municipal water use, and a wide variety of ecological resources.
Food production, particularly beef production, is the most important economic factor for the
watershed, while angling recreation and tourism are also very important components of the local
economy. The watershed’s climate is highly variable and wildfire is a key ecosystem issue for
the region. Following the development of the BWDRP, the National Drought Mitigation Center
(NDMC) collected information about the planning process now featured on the Climate
Resilience Toolkit (Stiles & Wickham, 2019).

Element 1: Problem Framing
The central premise of drought risk management is that the proactive drought planning
process provides a framework for decision making and that drought impacts are reduced in the
long run compared to a more ad-hoc crisis management approach. This particular paradigm is
very important to consider for framing any drought planning process. This approach includes
strategies for drought early warning and assessment, identifying vulnerabilities and taking steps
to reduce those vulnerabilities, which the disaster management community calls “mitigation”.
Risk management also includes plans for responding during drought events with efficient and
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timely actions. The USBR recognizes these components of risk management and BWDRP
specifically incorporates the six USBR requirements for drought resiliency plans: Operational
and Administrative Framework, Drought Monitoring, Vulnerability Assessment, Mitigation
Actions, Response Actions, and Plan Update Process. In addition to being consistent with the
framing context covered by the IDMP and USBR, the process also largely followed other legacy
drought risk management approaches (Svoboda et al., 2011; Wilhite et al., 2005).
The Beaverhead Watershed sits within the Rocky Mountains of southwestern Montana.
The climate in this region shifts from alpine conditions with potentially heavy winter season
snowfalls in the highest elevations to late spring/early summer peaks in both precipitation and
streamflows in the watershed’s valleys. Droughts are a normal part of climate across the region.
Because droughts affect the region from a variety of meteorological, agricultural, hydrological,
and ecological perspectives, all aspects of the hydrological cycle need to be monitored in order to
understand the drought characteristics, including snowpack, precipitation, streamflows,
groundwater, soil moisture, reservoir levels, and vegetation conditions. The BWDRP observes
that several trends are noticeable as a result of climate change across the watershed, including
earlier and lower peak snowmelt runoffs in streamflows, warmer stream temperatures, increased
evapotranspiration, and increased pressure from weeds and invasive plant species (Carparelli,
2016). These factors lead to increased competition for the limited water resources across the
region, which drought events exacerbate.

Element 2: Actors
The development of the BWDRP was initiated and led by Chris Carparelli, a member of
the AmeriCorps-Big Sky Watershed Corps program. The Beaverhead Conservation District
(BCD) and the Beaverhead Watershed Committee (BWC) cohosted Mr. Carparelli, who was
based within the Beaverhead Watershed in Dillon, MT. The BCD and BWC supervised the
overall planning process, along with consultation with the Beaverhead County Drought Task
Force (BWDTF). These three groups are comprised of numerous stakeholders across the
Beaverhead Watershed, including landowners, agricultural and livestock producers and
businesses, business owners, anglers and outfitters, conservation groups, governmental agencies,
and local citizens.
The BWDRP development process was specifically designed as a collaborative effort
between multiple governmental agencies, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and local
stakeholders given the wide variety of drought-related actors and types of impacts within the
watershed. For this reason, stakeholder engagement was fundamental to the process to
incorporate the unique stakeholder needs and perspectives into the plan. The engagement was
iterative; Mr. Carparelli convened a series of public meetings, and meetings were scheduled with
key stakeholders. Multiple federal, state and local governmental organizations provided support
and input into the plan development process. At the federal level, this included the local office of
the Natural Resources Conservation Service based in Dillon. It also included the Bureau of Land
Management for agricultural and grazing information, as well as multiple other federal agencies.
At the state level, two agencies responsible for important water management-related decisions,
the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation and the Montana Department of
Fish, Wildlife and Parks, both provided important input and support. Multiple other state and
local organizations were also involved. The BWDRP provides a long list of stakeholders and
documents their potential roles and contributions within the plan.
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Element 3: Decisions in Response
Once committed to the proactive drought planning paradigm, the planning process
stepped through the identification of local vulnerabilities, mitigation strategies to reduce those
vulnerabilities, and response actions taken during droughts to address the impacts resulting from
such vulnerabilities. These drought plan components evolved directly out of the stakeholder
engagements. The BWDRP identifies five drought vulnerability issues, and then recommends
both mitigation and response strategies are made to address those vulnerabilities. It is important
to note, however, that the plan also highlights existing mitigation and response actions and
strategies that are already in place, and the context around the decisions for those particular
activities.
For implementation during future drought events, the BWDRP could potentially become
an appendix within the Beaverhead County Hazard Mitigation Plan. The Beaverhead County
Drought Task Force meets monthly from March through October each year and can use the
BWDRP as a reference. However, there is no operational or administrative framework to
mandate activities identified within the plan or hold agencies accountable. Therefore, the
implementation of the roles and responsibilities identified are ultimately the responsibility of the
agencies and stakeholders active in the watershed. The BWDRP does suggest a plan evaluation
process that might be followed to assess and update the various sections of the plan and how the
vulnerability, mitigation, and response issues are being addressed.

Element 4: Dynamic Interactions
One important element highlighted by the BWDRP is that coordination between
agencies, other planning processes, and other potential hazards at all scales is necessary and
highly valuable for proactive drought risk management. The plan highlights multiple Interagency
Coordination Groups that consider drought as a primary or secondary issue to address. A list of
multiple planning documents at various scales is also provided, and these documents directly or
indirectly address drought issues in the watershed. For example, there is the Beaverhead County
Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan, the East Bench Irrigation District-Clark Canyon Water Supply
Company Drought Management Plan, and the Montana Drought Response Plan, among many
others, that all cover aspects and issues important to the watershed and the broader region. The
BWDRP recommends that the Beaverhead County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan, which covers a
wide range of potential hazards to affect the county, incorporates the BWDRP as an appendix
during its 2016 revision to assist with this coordination need. The BWDRP also discusses the
importance and role of water rights in any decision making within the watershed. These policyoriented interactions illustrate the complexity regarding drought- and water-related issues in the
western United States and demonstrate the need for coordination between organizations within
the Beaverhead Watershed.
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Case 6: Ranch Decision Making in the Western United States
Case Summary
Ranchers in the western United States manage forage resources for livestock grazing
systems across a matrix of heterogeneous rangelands, pasturelands, and forage crop land uses,
often in highly variable and uncertain climatic, social and economic conditions. Flexible,
extensive livestock production can be well adapted to drought and variable weather when
managers have the flexibility to respond to large swings in forage resources (Derner &
Augustine, 2016). Many ranching communities have production systems developed over
generations which anticipate drought disturbance and employ operational and strategical
decisions to enhance flexibility and balance livestock production livelihoods with rangeland
ecosystem variability (Haigh et al., 2019b; Kachergis et al., 2014; Wilmer & FernándezGiménez, 2015). However, even highly flexible operations and ranching communities can be
vulnerable to extremely variable precipitation and drought (Derner et al., 2018).
When extreme events are coupled with dynamic social, political, and economic contexts,
drought can drive short and long-term financial and ecological challenges for ranchers (Hamilton
et al., 2016). Drought creates spatial and temporal variability in forage resources which can
impact livestock weight gains and reproductive rates, operational costs, and thus financial
viability. At the same time, these ecological and economic impacts can affect personal and social
well-being, and the persistence of family ranch operations and larger scale land use patterns over
the long-term (Gutmann, 2018). The body of social science describing rancher decision-making
and the social, ecological and economic impacts is growing rapidly (Bruno et al., 2020). Here we
synthesize findings of multiple qualitative and quantitative studies published elsewhere which
offer insights into how ranchers experience and navigate drought decision-making relative to our
framework (Kachergis et al., 2014; Roche, 2016; Wilmer et al., 2018; Wilmer & FernándezGiménez, 2015, 2016a, 2016b; Wilmer et al., 2019).

Element 1: Problem framing
Ranch family businesses experience drought as interacting climate, ecological and social
events. Drought impacts forage resources and rangeland ecological outcomes, animal health and
production, water availability and distribution, input costs, income, labor requirements, and also
ranchers’ sense of agency and, in some cases, well-being. Thus, ranchers describe drought as a
complex social-ecological problem that ripples through multiple aspects of their operations. The
threat of drought, and whether or not drought is viewed as a relatively uncommon threat or an
anticipated aspect of historical system variation, varies by ranchers’ personal and operational
experience, ecological context and geographic setting. Ranchers running cattle in Southern
Arizona may perceive frequent drought as a “normal” part of ranching (Wilmer & FernándezGiménez, 2015), while those in semi-arid environments in the Western Great Plains of Colorado
and Wyoming may see drought as a less common and more challenging experience (Haigh et al.,
2019a; Kachergis et al., 2014). Because ranchers often express close place attachment and
relational responsibility to ranch ecosystems, drought is an emotional and ethical experience that
shapes how ranchers see themselves and their role in eco- and food systems (Wilmer et al.,
2019). Put another way, drought is an economic and ecological risk for ranchers, but it is also
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part of the complexity and uncertainty they must deal with in order to live, on their terms, good,
moral lives as food producers and stewards of the land.

Element 2: Actors
Ranchers are often targeted as the focus of social and rangeland science because of their
ownership of or influence over vast areas of rangeland ecosystems in public and private lands. In
reality, the placement of cattle and other management practices often involves formal or informal
negations among multiple actors, even at the ranch scale. Family members of multiple
generations and genders shape operational goals, strategic decisions and management actions,
and these roles change over the lifetime of the ranch and rancher (Wilmer & FernándezGiménez, 2016a, 2016b). Non-owners (herders and hired managers), non-white ranchers,
women, and absentee landowner ranchers (who are often of higher economic status than
surrounding communities) have received less attention in the literature as decision makers than
white, male heads-of household (Bruno et al., 2020; Epstein et al., 2019; Pilgeram, 2007; Sayre,
2018). Finally, personal backgrounds, characteristics and past experiences with drought can
influence how individual ranchers perceive drought and climate variability, with increased
experience with drought sometimes leading to decreased willingness to implement adaptive
changes for future droughts (Marshall & Smajgl, 2013), and life histories shaping various roles
and approaches over the course of a ranch and a rancher (Wilmer & Fernández-Giménez,
2016b).

Element 3: Decisions in response
Ranchers in the western United States have various managerial, operational, strategic,
and tactical choices available to them to anticipate and respond to drought, though their capacity
to do so may be constrained by various ecological, economic, and regulatory contexts (McClaran
et al., 2015). Knutson and Haigh (2013) and Derner and Augustine (2016) outline frameworks
for adaptive ranch management in the face of drought, noting the importance of anticipating,
monitoring, and tracking precipitation variability, of setting key decision “triggers” for adaptive
management, and of maintaining flexible stocking approaches that enable ranchers to use spatial
variability to offset temporal variability in rainfall and/or reduce or expand herd size as needed
with less financial strain. Economic models suggest cow-calf operators may find additional
flexibility by adding yearling or additional replacement heifers to their operation to facilitate
stocking rate reductions (Hamilton et al., 2016; Torell et al., 2010). In addition to moving
drought risk over space by improving water infrastructure across extensive pastures or leasing
pasture, storing hay or other forage, market-based approaches such as insurance may provide
additional adaptive capacity for ranchers. However, it is well-accepted that the combination of
approaches needed to reach various production and ecological goals is highly context specific. In
range management, the timing of drought response, specifically reducing stocking rates, has been
an area of study because delayed response can have negative economic and ecological outcomes.
Haigh et al. (2019a) noted that ranchers in the Northern Plains responded to environmental cues
during a recent (2016) flash drought, but had a delayed response compared to when drought
conditions emerged. Haigh et al. (2021) found that ranchers with specific if-then plans for
drought and on-farm monitoring practices were able to overcome situational uncertainty and
avoid delayed response to drought.
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Element 4: Dynamic interactions
Even at the ranch scale, interactions among multiple scales and sources of complexity can
constrain and motivate adaptive management (Fernández-Giménez et al., 2019). Beef and sheep
operations in the western United States are part of larger meat and fiber systems and global
economic structures and are under a variety of regulatory constraints. As such, drought decisionmaking may be enhanced or constrained by multiple scales of policy, social, and climatic
processes. Ranchers often lease private lands or contract cattle for custom grazing from other
ranchers and rely on permits to graze publicly held lands, and so collaborate with other managers
to graze in accordance with these contexts. The role of these other actors and regulatory
frameworks can greatly increase the complexity and reduce the flexibility of drought decisionmaking in ranching (McClaran et al., 2015).

Case 8: Unintended Consequences, Social Learning, and Adaptation to
Drought in Southeast Colorado
Case Summary
The years 2002-2005 was a drought of record for many communities in Colorado. To
better understand some of the drought-related interactions among and between actors during that
time, in 2017 researchers in the Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessments program and
University of Colorado, Boulder, conducted semi-structured interviews with 20 individuals
representing various sectors throughout Southeastern Colorado, and they attended 4 conferences,
workshops, and meetings focused on water and drought in the Arkansas River Basin (see
methods in Henderson et al. (in press)). The following example is from unpublished data taken
from this study and focuses on one set of decisions made mid-drought by the Colorado Office of
the State Engineer about well water use that created unintended consequences within the system
that still reverberate today (J. Henderson, Texas Tech University, unpublished data, December
2020).

Element1: Problem Framing
Those interviewed initially framed the problem reactively, in two interrelated ways. First,
they identified a tension in Colorado between urban and rural communities where the former
communities are increasing in population, straining water availability in an arid climate, and the
latter are struggling to maintain their agricultural heritage. One interviewee explained that there
were “not a lot of administrative changes” over the years “and [population] growth was sort of
manageable and a lot of the communities, especially the older front range communities, had a
long standing water supply that was adequate. And then we had a historic drought in 2002.” The
magnitude of the drought, exacerbated by its continuation over multiple years, triggered a
breakdown between individuals and collective actors (i.e. agencies and irrigation districts),
revealing flaws in the administration of water that weren’t evident until the system was stressed.
The scale of this problem was defined by interlinkages between river basins on both the east and
west slopes and municipalities along the Front Range; participants focused primarily on the
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longer-term issue of population in their analysis of the problem’s causes – not so much an issue
of drought, then, but of water distribution.
The second frame that emerged in the data is a legal one, focused on water rights. As
Colorado is a state governed by the doctrine of prior appropriation, or “first in time, first in
right,” drought often triggers various calls along a river basin by those who hold the most senior
water rights, leaving junior rights holders and those without rights in a precarious position
(Tarlock, 2000). In Colorado, groundwater and surface water are interlinked legally along a
river, though almost all well rights are junior to surface water rights (Fischer & Ray, 1978). Any
action taken that might injure a senior water rights holder’s amount, timing, or water flow is
forbidden and compels legal action to stop it. Because the legal system preserves their water use
in times of scarcity at the expense of more junior appropriators, senior water rights holders often
have a greater ability to meet their water needs during drought. Water rights highlight the acute
nature of water scarcity during a temporary anomaly in the climate (e.g. drought), which might
otherwise be manageable during years of “normal” precipitation and river flows. In this sense,
then, the 2002-2005 drought started as a meteorological and hydrologic drought but transitioned
in its second year to include agricultural drought (Wilhite & Glantz, 1985). Problem framings,
then, are not always singular but multiple, and are dynamic in how they shift or are replaced as
droughts change.

Element 2: Actors
Actors in this case include both individual agricultural producers, the state engineer, and
the water court system. In Colorado, new groundwater users must obtain approval of a well
augmentation plan that describes a method for replacing all depletions that affect surface water
so as not to injure more senior water rights holders. Well augmentation plan permits are
administered by the state engineer on a year-to-year basis (Hannay, 1980; Hobbs, 2007). As an
institutional actor, the State bore the responsibility for maintaining the rules of prior
appropriation to mitigate any injury to senior rights holders. Interviewees noted that before the
2002 drought, the system of water administration and oversight by the State seemed to be
working fine. The State had been approving a significant number of augmentation plans in the
years leading up to 2002 because there was sufficient water in the system to serve both senior
(surface water) and junior (ground) water rights holders. An interviewee noted that “2002 set off
a whole bunch of legal and administrative changes that rippled through the system for a while as
people were trying to adjust to a significant multi-year drought.” Early in the drought, well water
gave junior water rights holders more agency in decisions made in response to drought for their
own businesses; however, others’ agency eventually superseded their own. In part, the drought
itself exhibited agency in shaping decisions as it stretched from its first to its second and then
third year, transitioning from a meteorological to hydrological and finally agricultural drought.
This later framing emerged over time as a dominant framing of the problem, complicating water
availability for both municipalities and agricultural producers.
By the second year of the drought, 2003, senior rights holders for surface water noticed
that rivers were impacted by the proliferation of well augmentation plans, with lower flows than
expected. This change in individual water rights along the river basin collectively constituted
injury. As one interviewee explained, “Finally, the senior water rights holders said ‘State, you
can’t approve these [plans] anymore. You don’t have the authority.’ And they took them to
court.” Decisions made in response to drought during its early years reflected a collection of
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individual and state actors triaging water shortages to keep agricultural businesses solvent. Wells
allowed producers and the state joint capacity to maintain producers’ livelihoods. It became clear
as the drought continued, however, that senior water rights holders’ agency to control drought
decisions supplanted even that of the State’s, with the courts maintaining ultimate accountability
for ensuring prior appropriation enforcement. This example demonstrates how individual legal
authority and the attendant resources of power and privilege of more senior water rights holders
might overturn collective agency in experiencing drought. Further, it illustrates that those who
have high capacity may not also have commensurate responsibility for the consequences of their
decisions. It’s unclear in this case how past experiences, backgrounds, personalities, and social
networks affected drought responses, in part because such questions were not asked during
interviews nor observed during community activities.

Element 3: Decisions in Response
In response to the length of the drought, more agricultural producers began to apply for
well augmentation plans, relying almost exclusively on ground water. Groundwater is often used
as a supplement rather than as the main source of water in their operations. When the drought
stretched into its second year, 2003, the state engineer chose to continue to approve well
augmentation plans, even as users were unable to replace their depletions. In part, applications
continued because ongoing meteorological and hydrological drought made supplemental water
crucial to producers’ operations and replacements nearly impossible. The State’s decision to
continue to approve such plans could be seen as an issue of deliberative judgement, one that
balances a more judicial issuance of plans in non-drought years with the survival of individual
businesses in a multi-year drought.
Intervention by the courts in State operations was a response to a secondary issue
emerging from drought, one motivated by complaints from individual senior water rights
holders. While the court’s response to stop well augmentation plans was not done directly in
response to the drought itself, it was in response to other decisions that were. The economic
context of the State’s decisions – potential negative consequences for businesses unable to secure
sources of water – and perhaps the political pressure to maintain the viability of agricultural
heritage in the basin initially prompted excessive plan approvals. However, the legal context of
prior appropriation left little discretion to the State or to junior water rights holders to make
decisions in their collective best interests. That is, the decision context transitioned from a
conscious decision to support producers economically (and perhaps politically) to the binary of a
legal trigger of injury/no injury done to senior rights holders. Responses to drought in this case
were spatially localized, involving only one river basin and a subset of producers within the
state, and the time horizon for such decisions was short-term – involving the acute need for water
in an unexpected multi-year drought. Unforeseen at the time were the ways the interactions of
these actors and decisions generated cascading implications for the larger system over the next
decade.

Element 4: Dynamic Interactions
Interactions between individual and institutional actors and their respective decision
spaces created immediate and long-lasting feedbacks in the system. Interviewees noted that the
State’s decision to increase well augmentation plan permits during the first two years of the
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drought (2002-2003) meant that more groundwater was being used than normal, which created
the possibility for agricultural producers to continue their operations during the water crisis.
Actors involved in the network were not as well integrated as they perhaps believed given that
surface water rights holders were not aware of the State’s plans until their water was affected, a
delay caused by attenuations in aquifer depletions. Unaccounted for in this network was the
ecology of the water, its movement and participation in outcomes of decisions.
Cross-scale interactions generated unexpected consequences when water taken from
wells resulted in significant reductions in surface water elsewhere in the system, triggering
interventions by senior water rights holders that forced the cessation and rescinding of well
augmentation permits by the State. Legal recognition of senior water rights revealed conflicts in
the extent of shared problem spaces that preserved economic solvency for those with power but
not for others. One interviewee pointed to continued impacts: “It’s probably starting to slow
down but for ten years after 2003, farm groups were coming with adjudicated augmentation
plans and trying to recapture the ability to use their pumps.” Unanticipated feedbacks occurred
throughout the basin, dampening the ability of some producers to maintain their stock or
recapture the ability to use their pumps after the drought had ended.

Case 9: Improving Resilience for the Rio Grande Coupled HumanNatural System
Case Summary
The Rio Grande is, first and foremost, a system that operates based on the storage of
snowmelt water from the southern Rocky Mountains. The “economics” of this storage means
that the system is generally buffered from the worst effects of the early stages of a drought
because there is always water “left in the bank” in reservoirs for future need. Thus, one drought
year has little catastrophic impact on the Rio Grande system; in contrast, in a system that has
limited water storage capacity and relies heavily on direct precipitation, one drought year can
lead to the loss of crops, livelihood, and habitat destruction. What little flow there was in the Rio
Grande during 2017-2018 was almost entirely consumed before it left Colorado, thus, Colorado
was not required to deliver any significant quantity of water to New Mexico. By extension, this
affected the delivery of water from Elephant Butte to southern New Mexico and Texas, forcing
downstream users to rely almost entirely on their own stored water reserves during 2018. This
drought management case will describe the challenges, responses, and systems at play in the
Colorado through the Middle Rio Grande region of New Mexico.

Element 1: Problem Framing
We use the dates “2017-2018” to designate the drought described here to capture both the
meteorological drought and the human perception of drought, at that time. The drought began,
meteorologically, in 2017, when some of the lowest recorded snowfall quantities occurred in the
southern Rockies. However, because people in the area have experienced years when – as they
described it – they had massive snowfall amounts “late in the season,” there was little reason to
believe that they might be facing a year with little spring runoff until the 2018 spring actually
came and they found that they had little-to-no surface water being added into their storage
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systems. From a human perception standpoint, most people referred to this as “the drought of
2018,” even though the precipitation deficit that began in 2017 (with a lack of snowfall during
the winter of 2017-2018) caused the lack of water in 2018.

Element 2: Actors
Colorado has the rights to the majority of the surface water flowing in the Rio Grande,
the vast majority of which goes to irrigate agriculture in the San Luis Valley (SLV). However,
the SLV is also, historically, the site of unsustainable over-extraction of groundwater in the
region. Due to unsustainable groundwater extraction in the region, the state of Colorado has
threatened to suspend the groundwater wells licensed to pump in the SLV (as the State had
already done in the South Platte region) if the SLV did not address the groundwater deficit in the
region. In response, local groups created a number of self-governing “sub-districts” responsible
for managing and incentivizing conservation efforts to fallow land, increase efficiency, and other
efforts focused on recharging the groundwater supply. Between 2010-2017, the Rio Grande
Water Conservancy District Special Improvement District #1’s efforts resulted in recharging
350,000 acre feet of water to the basin, leading to narratives2 about the success of selfgovernment to solve water problems in the West. However, to get a sense of the impacts of the
2017-2018 drought, irrigators were forced to shift from conjunctive surface/groundwater
strategies to exclusively relying on groundwater during the 2018 growing season, meaning that,
although more than seven years of conservation had recharged 350,000 acre feet, one year of
drought drew down 200,000 of those acre feet of water. Given that the SLV sub-districts are
mandated to return over 1,000,000 acre feet of groundwater by 2030, this is a devastating blow
to the region that could impact both its sovereignty and the livelihoods of the people who live in
the region.
New Mexico’s challenges and responses to the 2017-2018 drought were different, though
there are certain similarities when we consider management for agriculture/irrigators. Federal
water managers – particularly the Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) – play a critical role in
managing water in the northern half of New Mexico’s Rio Grande. USBR’s primary mandate in
the region is to ensure environmental flows and to assure the flow of water to New Mexico’s
prior and paramount (P&P) water rights holders, the Native American Pueblos in New Mexico.
Several decades prior, the City of Albuquerque shifted away from relying solely on groundwater
(due to risks of subsidence), and has since relied on conjunctive use of surface water rights from
both the Rio Grande and from water imported through the San Juan-Chama diversion, which
draws in water from outside of the basin in southwest CO. The Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
District is a regional water management organization that manages the release, distribution, and
monitoring of water to the agricultural irrigators from areas just north of Albuquerque all the
way south to Elephant Butte Reservoir. Composing some 70,000 irrigated acres, the MRGCD
relies heavily on water that is held in El Vado Reservoir near the Colorado border on the Rio
Chama. El Vado Reservoir was built by the MRGCD in 1935, but has been owned by the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation since the 1950s. Water is released from El Vado when irrigators who
own water rights make a “call” on the water, meaning that it flows nearly 300 miles to reach
some of the southern-most water users.

2

See Blankenbuehler 2016 for an example.
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Element 3: Decisions in Response
Colorado: From a drought management standpoint, situations like those found in the SLV
are deeply troubling because they leave managers with few-if-any options – before, during, or
after a drought. Long-term conservation successes were almost entirely wiped out in a single
drought. Successful measures to recharge groundwater were erased as irrigators were forced to
take extreme actions to save their crops and livelihoods. While the goal of the SLV sub-district
management has been to create a system that uses less water to ensure that the whole system is
more resilient to stressors and more adaptive to new climate-driven fluctuations, the drought of
2017-2018 showed that even a one-year drought can reveal fatal flaws in a resource/drought
management plan that does not take aggressive action to address the core problems in a system.
New Mexico: Challenges and responses to the 2017-2018 drought were different in the
northern half of the Rio Grande in New Mexico, although agricultural and irrigation management
similarities exist. Federal water managers from the USBR were able to release water that had
been stored from the previous year (2017 snowmelt water) to meet the needs of the Pueblos and
for Endangered Species Act (ESA)-listed species habitat – and it did so without too many
problems. Indeed, even though there was little-to-no water entering the reservoirs in northern
New Mexico from Colorado, the “bank” of water from the previous year was adequate enough so
that there was no observable impact on P&P needs, uses, and consumption of water.
Albuquerque: During 2017-2018, Albuquerque had a choice between drawing 100% of
their water from groundwater or releasing surface water imported from the Colorado River
system as part of the San Juan-Chama Project and stored upstream in reservoirs, relying on a
modified conjunctive use strategy. The city chose the latter, though not without some “internal”
objections. Some managers suggested to us that there would have been great “psychological”
value because the Rio Grande would have run dry through the city of Albuquerque (something
that has not occurred, according to interviewees, “in several decades”), forcing residents and
surrounding communities to actually face the visceral consequences of drought without actually
going without municipal water (since it still would have been provided via groundwater).
However, this approach was not seriously considered due to the political costs of letting the river
go dry when the city had stored water, as well as concerns for the environmental costs of letting
the riverine habitat dry up, which would have led to the loss of substantial populations of ESAprotected Rio Grande Silvery Minnow.
MRGCD: Similar to other actors in this system, the MRGCD was able to meet the water
needs of the irrigators that compose the 70,000 acres of land under its purview. However, by the
end of 2018, representatives from the MRGCD estimated that they only had 1,000 acre feet in
stored water remaining in El Vado Reservoir. They assumed that they would be able to capture
“a few thousand more” throughout the year, even without substantial snowpack, by drawing on
unused water reserved for the Pueblos’ use stored in either El Vado or Heron Reservoirs
(something they were able to do in Oct. 2018). However, if a drought comparable to 2017-2018
continued for one more year, it would lead to significant “shared suffering” among all of the
irrigators for which the MRGCD manages water.

Element 4: Dynamic Interactions
The situation with the environmental flows – primarily those necessary to keep the river
wet enough to maintain the habitat for the ESA-listed Rio Grande Silvery Minnow – was
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complicated and involved a joint effort between the MRGCD, the USBR and the City of
Albuquerque. In cooperation with the city of Albuquerque, which already voluntarily commits a
certain amount of its surface water rights to ensure environmental flows for riparian habitat and
ESA protection, the USBR and the MRGCD worked to optimize the releases of water to benefit
ESA species.
In other words, if all parties agreed to the releases of water, then the Rio Grande would
remain a flowing river across these managed reaches, reducing water losses across the system.
Similarly, all actors agreed that, if there wasn’t a shared vision and will to ensure that releases
were timed to reduce water loss to any one entity, it was unlikely that there would have been
much will to continue to focus on environmental flows given the increasing recognition, by lateFebruary, that snowpack in the southern Rocky Mountains would not benefit from a late heavy
snow season and that the region would be facing drought deficits.
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